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Why I cycle

Muge, cargo bike ‘Local Hero’
I have two children – a six-year-old and a one-year-old. Every day we go to school and sometimes I go shopping with
my daughters. I enjoy the cargo bike - it gives me exercise and lots of fun. It's nature-friendly. We like it!

Muge was interviewed as part of the City Changer Cargo Bike project, in collaboration with Cambridgeshire County Council.
View her cargo bike story, along with those of other cargo bike families and businesses at camcycle.org.uk/videos.

CAMCYCLE, THE CAMBRIDGE CYCLING CAMPAIGN

works for more, better and safer cycling for all ages and abilities in and around
Cambridge. Many of the cycling facilities such as paths, lanes, bridges and cycle
parks would not exist without the campaigning of our volunteers, supported by
over 1,600 Camcycle members. Our vision is for a thriving and sustainable region
of healthy, happy people where everyone feels able to enjoy the benefits of cycling.

SUPPORT
OUR WORK

camcycle.org.uk/
membership
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Active campaigners
help more people start
and continue to cycle

O

n the cover of this issue,
the new Abbey-Chesterton
bridge’s cycle lane is shown
as a place of fun, where two lads
could showcase their skills (at our
request) and enjoy the confidence
and physicality of their youth. The
stunt was made possible by the
bridge’s design, which separates
cyclists and pedestrians from each
other (as well as motor vehicles).
The image is also testimony to the
endurance of campaigners whose work we
celebrated with the opening of the Chisholm Trail’s first phase. Our
theme for this issue – Staying active – is embodied by the cover
boys and the people whose tireless efforts have brought this new
infrastructure to Cambridge.
We're also looking to celebrate the work people are doing to
promote more active travel outside Cambridge. One of Camcycle's
resolutions for this year is to broaden our regional influence. Part
of this will be increasing our support for other groups whose aims
are aligned with ours. Since our last edition, we’ve hosted two guest
speakers at our monthly meetings who described the importance
of joining forces with a range of organisations and we’re committed
to raising awareness of local groups in our magazine. St Ives Eco
Action Group, Living Streets and Mill Road 4 People feature here
in our regular Zero Carbon Streets spotlight on Cambridgeshire
changemakers, and we share some of our learnings from London to
inspire future collaborative campaigns.
For many of us, cycling is a way of moving around healthily each
day – riding the school run, popping to the shops or spending time
with friends. The increasing proliferation of e-bikes and adapted bikes
makes this an accessible way of staying active – as Nigel Woodcock
and Rosie Tween testify in this edition.
If we want to see more examples of infrastructure which makes
cycling safe, convenient and enjoyable for all people, then we need
to keep active in our campaigning together. If you’d like to feel more
involved in our work, you could watch our online monthly meetings at
camcycle.org.uk/videos or sign up for our weekly email bulletin.
If you have time to be more active by contributing to the magazine,
by looking at local planning applications or developing our website,
then we’d love to hear from you: contact@camcycle.org.uk
Rosie Humphrey, Camcycle editor
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production of the magazine and furthers our charitable aims. To find out more about advertising
in Camcycle magazine, please email contact@camcycle.org.uk
Decisions on accepting advertising are made in line with our Donation and Funding
Acceptance policy. Products and services promoted by advertisers are not specifically endorsed
by Camcycle, unless otherwise stated.
Editorial
Camcycle encourages members and supporters to share their views and experiences of cycling
and cycle campaigning to further our work for more, better and safer cycling. If you have a story
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editorial content which mentions an organisation or its products and services should not be taken
as specific endorsement from Camcycle, but is published because we think its story contributes to
the work of enabling more, better, and safer cycling. Advertorial content will be clearly marked.
For more information, please refer to the Editorial and Advertising policy on our website at
camcycle.org.uk/charity-policies
Registered charity number 1138098

For the latest information about meetings,
please visit camcycle.org.uk/events
1 March Working together
With Gabriel Bienzobas from Milton Cycling Campaign.
5 April Living Streets
David Stoughton from Cambridge Living Streets talks
about the local group's current campaigns.
3 May Creating a circulation plan
Deputy Mayor of Ghent, Filip Watteeuw, provides
international inspiration on how to transform transport
within cities.

CAMCYCLE MAGAZINE DATES
We welcome members’ help with our magazine, including
writing articles, taking photos and laying out content.
If you’d like to get involved, please follow Cyclescape 4264
and 4266 or email contact@camcycle.org.uk.
Copy deadline for the summer issue of the magazine
is Sunday 17 April (theme: Cargo County).
We welcome member help with magazine distribution
(subject to pandemic restrictions). Volunteers help pack
envelopes and post magazines to members in their area.
Please email contact@camcycle.org.uk if you'd like to join
our distribution team.

REGULAR CAMBRIDGE CYCLE RIDES
CTC Cambridge holds up to six rural rides a week.
All welcome. Find out more at ctccambridge.org.uk.
#CamRideHome rides start at 6pm on the last Friday
of the month from outside The Mill pub, Cambridge.
A one-hour leisurely tour of the city finishes up with a
drink. Follow the hashtag on Twitter for more details.
Please note that advice for group rides may be amended
during the pandemic so events may be subject to change.
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THE BIG PICTURE
A DREAM COME TRUE
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'Am I dreaming?' asked Jim Chisholm as he gave a
short speech before cutting the ribbon to open the
first section of the walking and cycling route that
bears his name and the new Abbey-Chesterton bridge.
The answer was no: this transformative route, which he
first imagined back in 1998, has finally been brought to
reality! Thanks to all the many people who have made
this possible (read more on page 18). Image: Anna Langley
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WE STILL
RIDE.
Everything you need for
spring riding, in stores now.
SS22 Clothing

Turbo Trainers

E-Bikes from £999

Kids Bikes

Open 7 days a week at:
Barnwell Road

|

www.rutlandcycling.com | 0330 555 0080
Cambridge Station

|

Grand Arcade

|

Giant Store Cambridge

OPINION: ROBIN HEYDON

Turning a corner: small
Highway Code changes
will make a big difference

T

he last of my series of columns on and you should be checking for people
the Highway Code is on a rule that cycling in both directions.
matters a lot. Actually, four rules.
Are you getting the idea? If you are
Rule H2 is probably the one we should turning into or out of a junction, those
start with. I’ve been walking along the more vulnerable should be given priority
side of a road, on the pavement, and even if they are not already crossing
come across a junction with a side street the junction.
and not known what to do. Yes, the old
The final rule that I’m going to cover is
Highway Code said that I could cross about something that really annoys me.
and cars would give way to me,
but they never did. Now, it is very
clear. The pedestrian now has the
right of way. ‘At a junction you
should give way to pedestrians
crossing or waiting to cross a
road into which or from which
you are turning.’ Note that if a
pedestrian even looks as though
they want to cross the road, you
should give priority to them. This
rule brings the UK into alignment
with peer countries where road
users making turns must give
way to other road users who are
travelling straight ahead. And yes,
pedestrians count as road users.
Rule H3 follows this up with:
‘Do not turn at a junction if to do
so would cause the cyclist, horse
rider or horse-drawn vehicle Image from the Department for Transport's THINK!
going straight ahead to stop or awareness campaign on the Highway Code changes.
swerve. You should stop and wait
for a safe gap in the flow of cyclists if When crossing from Gonville Place to
necessary.’ In other words, you can’t just Parker’s Piece I will almost always use the
swing into a junction without looking, cycle crossing. But sometimes cars will
you have to give way to people cycling just block the crossing as if it didn't exist,
to the left of you, and even stop and wait even though there are great big traffic
for a gap in that traffic before turning.
lights and white stop lines that make it
Rule 140 follows this up, pointing out look like a junction. Of course, if as a
that some cycle tracks are bi-directional cyclist I happen only to be able to cross

Read more about the changes to the Highway Code on page 16, on our blog
at camcycle.org.uk/highwaycode and on the Department for Transport website at
gov.uk/dft/highway-code-changes

half way and block the traffic from the
other direction, then car drivers would
get angry at me, but I can’t get angry at
car drivers for doing the same. I guess
my bell isn’t as loud or as aggressive as
a car horn is, and certainly, the risk of a
car driver getting angry and using their
car as a weapon against me also has to
be considered.
Well, Rule 199 now clearly
states: ‘Do not enter the crossing
if you are unable to completely
clear it, to avoid obstructing
pedestrians, cyclists or horse
riders.’ Basically, if you can’t
see how you would exit the
crossing because too many
other people are driving, you
should stop before entering it.
These crossings are only a few
metres wide, and just leaving
that space allows the people
who have chosen not to travel
by car – frankly those same
people you should be thanking
for not making the traffic jam you
are in any worse than it already
is – to move around quickly
and efficiently.
All the changes to the Highway
Code are hugely important in
helping to create a much safer
and more respectful environment on
the road. Even the simple changes, like
saying that riding two abreast can be
safer, or providing the clearances
for overtaking, or even just defining
those in larger, heavier vehicles as
more responsible for the safety of the
vulnerable, are transformative.
Robin Heydon is Chair of Camcycle.
This article was first published on
7 February in the Cambridge News, where
you can read his column each week.
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Keeping Cambridge Cycling

We are...

Helping Businesses and Workers

NEW Online Maintenance Courses, Pool Bikes, & Dr Bike repair session available to book for employees

Making Bike repairs more accessible

Bike Repair Collection Service for Cambridge and surrounding Villages

Helping find the right bike for Families, Individuals, and Businesses
+ Kid's
bikes by
Stocking E-Bikes, Cargo Bikes, Kids' Bikes, Accessories
and more
Expert Advice - Parking Available - Test Rides - 1 Year FREE servicing!
team@outspokencycles.co.uk

01223 789606
CAMCYCLE Spring 2022

See our website for our weekday opening hours.
We open on Saturdays too!

outspokencycles.co.uk

OPINION: ANNA WILLIAMS

Be like Jim: fire up your
imagination and help
build a sustainable future

A

new year should be a time of hope, struck by how much ‘sustainability’ still if they could be connected into a new
yet already worrying signs remind seemed to be regarded as an add-on. walking and cycling route? If active
us of the big issues our world Climate mitigation – let alone adaptation travel journeys from north to south
faces. Temperatures on New Year’s Day in an area that will increasingly suffer could be made safer and more direct,
in the UK hit 16.3°C and global carbon from heatwaves and flooding – was all couldn’t that reduce congestion, unlock
dioxide emissions, which fell by 6.4% in but lost amid the talk of Outline Business children’s independence and bring a host
2020, ‘bounced back’ with a vengeance Cases and the need for growth.
of other benefits? Jim was passionate
in 2021 and look set to continue to rise.
Rob Hopkins is just one of many and persuasive, and the dream spread
How are we – as individuals, environmental activists who see a failure from fellow campaigners to local council
community groups, organisations, local of imagination at the heart of the climate officers, the founder of national charity
authorities, governments and nations crisis. Most of us cannot visualise how Sustrans and the funding body Cycling
– going to reverse this trend? Are we we might reshape the world in a way that England. The ‘Chisholm Trail’ made it
going to turn to ‘hopium’, a term
into the 2005 Local Plan and, in
much used by scientists in the last
recent years, the baton was picked
few weeks to describe those who
up by Cambridgeshire County
cross their fingers and try to will
Council and the Greater Cambridge
Covid-19 into endemicity? Hopium
Partnership.
is something I recognise well from
On 23 December 2021, the
active travel strategies. Ambitious
first part of the Trail opened to the
targets are often set without the
public. ‘Am I dreaming?’ asked Jim
policies to deliver them; when the
as he stood on the new Abbeygoals are missed, shoulders are
Chesterton bridge, preparing to
shrugged. Maybe nobody wished
cut the ribbon. Since then, many
hard enough. A new strategy is set
thousands of local people have
and the sequence begins again. The
enjoyed the route. One family I met
government wants 50% of urban
the first time I used the Trail were
journeys to be walked or cycled by
excited about the car journeys they
2030, but that simply isn’t going
would be able to switch to cycling.
to happen with the current level Members of Anna's family enjoying the Chisholm Trail.
The spark of an idea seeded on a
of funding and a host of transport
train journey has become a roaring
policies that contradict each other. In would allow us to live sustainably within flame that will form part of the solution
1996, a previous government pledged it. In his book From What Is To What If, to decarbonising transport in our area.
that 10% of journeys in the UK would be he writes: ‘If we can imagine it, desire
Forget about hopium and fire up your
cycled by 2012; what actually happened it, dream about it, it is so much more imagination. Take yourself one step
over that period is that the number of likely that we will put our energy and closer to a climate solution. In the words
cycle journeys went down.
determination into making it reality’.
of the old song: ‘You’ve got to have a
Locally, the Cambridgeshire &
Twenty-four years ago this March, dream. If you don’t have a dream, how
Peterborough Combined Authority has a local dreamer called Jim Chisholm you gonna have a dream come true?’
pledged to reduce the number of car shared his idea with a room full of
miles driven by 15% by 2030, yet the members of the Cambridge Cycling Anna Williams is the Communications
majority of items on the agenda at its Campaign. Looking out of the window and Community Officer for Camcycle.
recent transport meeting involved road armed with maps while on a train This article was originally published on
building. Hopes are divorced from plans; traversing the city, he had seen several 26 January in the Cambridge Independent,
targets aren’t integrated into reality. bits of underused land and some spare which features a monthly column by a
Watching the meeting online, I was arches beneath the road bridges. What member of the Camcycle team.
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NEWS

CYCLING DEVELOPMENTS IN CAMBRIDGE AND BEYOND
Read more at camcycle.org.uk/blog and

@camcycle

Chisholm Trail
opening ends 2021
on a campaign high
In any other year, eight active travel trials being
made permanent, a new CYCLOPS junction
on Histon Road and Camcycle's biggest-ever
election survey would all have strong claims to
be our annual highlight, but in 2021 there could
be only one winner. Local communities received
an extra-special Christmas present when phase 1
of the Chisholm Trail opened on 23 December,
nearly 24 years after Jim had first presented the
idea. Thousands of people have already enjoyed
the route and it will be hard to top this moment
in 2022!
Find more Trail tales and photos on page 18.
At our 2022 AGM we reviewed last year's highlights:
read more about the event on page 48 and our 2021
Annual Review on page 24.

Love Cargo Bikes campaign
to spread the joy of cycling

Travis and Sigrid help us
celebrate new funding win

Camcycle officially recognised
as a Living Wage Employer

On 23 February, we launched Love Cargo
Bikes, our new campaign to promote
and celebrate cargo cycling for families
and businesses. Led by our project
intern Sarah Hughes, we've produced
a host of content in collaboration with
Cambridgeshire County Council, who
are a lead partner in the European City
Changer Cargo Bike project. This includes
video case studies, a family cargo cycling
leaflet and new web pages of information.
Read more at camcycle.org.uk/cargobikes

Famous fluffy influencer Sigrid the cat
(@skintension on Instagram, @sigirides
on Twitter) happened to be passing
through Cambridge when we were told
that the National Lottery had awarded us
£9,500 for Zero Carbon Streets!
We are thrilled to receive this funding
from the Together For Our Planet scheme to
help us empower more local communities
to work for change on their streets.
Our next fundraising campaign is the
Big Give Green Match Fund (see page 25).

Employee rights and benefits are
extremely important to us at Camcycle and
we've just received a new accreditation
from the Living Wage Foundation to
make this clear. Along with around 90
other organisations in Cambridge, we
are now recognised as a Real Living
Wage Employer. This means that all our
employed staff (including interns) are paid
at a rate based on everyday living costs,
higher than the national minimum wage.
Read more at cambridge.gov.uk/living-wage
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NATIONAL NEWS

Active Travel England to begin
work from York this summer
Active Travel England (ATE), the
government's new funding body and
inspectorate for walking and cycling, will
be based in York from summer 2022 with
around 100 members of staff. The first
National Commissioner was announced
in January as Chris Boardman (right),
Olympic gold medallist and former
Transport Commissioner for Greater
Manchester. Brian Deegan has since been
confirmed as Interim Head of Inspection.
Active Travel England will be
responsible for the government's
£2 billion active travel budget and
will rate local authorities on how well
they implement walking and cycling
infrastructure. The authorities behind
schemes which are not delivered on
time, or to the required standard, may
be asked to return funds. Importantly,
an assessment of an authority’s
performance with respect to sustainable

NEWS IN BRIEF

Road pricing needed as
drivers shift to electric
The cross-party Commons transport
select committee published a report
on 4 February that concluded there
was ‘no viable alternative’ to road
pricing if the UK was to avoid a
congested future and the £35bn
tax shortfall that will arise from the
transition to electric vehicles.
Read more at tinyurl.com/RoadPricing

travel outcomes, particularly cycling and
walking, will also be taken into account
when considering funding allocations for
other local transport schemes, including
road-building.
Boardman has emphasised that
the aim is to enable more cycling and
encourage more people to switch from
driving once safe infrastructure is in
place. He says ‘The message is: this is
for people doing normal things in normal
clothes, just having the choice of not
having to do it in a car’.

New enforcement powers
to come into force in June
The government has confirmed that
the long-awaited Part 6 of the Traffic
Management Act 2004 will come
into force on 1 June. This will give
local authorities powers to ensure
mandatory cycle lanes aren't blocked
and to design low-traffic schemes
with flexible exemptions.

BLOG OF THE QUARTER: ACTIVE TRAVEL ACADEMY
blog.westminster.ac.uk/ata/blog
'Diversifying cycling is not about adding colour into cycling imagery.
It’s not even ultimately about the underrepresented groups, or how
we feel about cycling. It’s about bringing deep-rooted assumptions
to the fore, understanding where they come from and whose view
of the world they privilege.'
The Active Travel Academy at the University of Westminster brings together practitioners,
academics, students and others with an interest or expertise in active travel. Its blog gives
an insight into many different areas of its work and research.
In Still I Ride: How women of colour are challenging discourses in and through cycling, Active Travel Academy Equity Fellow Dulce
Pedroso considers how a controversial Transport for London ad calling for drivers and cyclists to show empathy to each other
might have been different if the cyclist hadn't been a middle-aged male. She writes: ‘Would the false equivalence have been
too obvious to ever get a sign-off, if the cyclist urged to think about the driver’s feelings had been a woman of colour with a
child seat, and the driver had been a middle-aged man in an SUV?’
Introducing a series of interviews with women of colour she'd carried out for her research (and which form part of the Active
Travel Podcast), she points out that race- and ethnicity-based exclusion may manifest in a feeling of not belonging and that
this is amplified by a cycling culture which is often still primarily framed as a sport, or focused on material things such as gear
and kit. Interviewees talked about being 'sized up' by cycling clubs or feeling like their skin colour made them ‘stick out’ when
cycling in rural areas. Many of the women she talks to are challenging assumptions through their life and cycling roles, but
Dulce concludes that this work is for all of us, ‘because changing the dominant discourse benefits everyone – except those
who are benefiting from the marginal status of cycling’.
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NATIONAL NEWS

NEWS IN NUMBERS

£2.1
billion

is the amount by which the
Sustrans National Cycle
Network boosted the UK
economy in 2019 through
health, congestion and
environmental benefits.
People using the routes also
supported local businesses
with an estimated £1.7 billion.
As part of its goal to improve
accessibility, Sustrans has so
far removed 315 exclusionary
barriers on the Network with
almost 16,000 still to do.

Over

1 million
individual customers used
London's Santander cycle
hire scheme in 2021, a new
record for a calendar year.
The scheme registered 10.9
million hires in total and
178,000 new members.

Council admits to illegal
removal of popular cycle lane

The experimental cycle lane was well-used by schoolchildren. (Image: Shoreham By Cycle)
Thanks to a legal challenge brought by
national charity Cycling UK, West Sussex
County Council has admitted it acted
illegally when it removed a popular cycle
lane in the town of Shoreham-by-Sea
in November 2020. In the two months
it was in place, the lane was used for
30,000 cycle trips, serving five schools
along its length.
Duncan Dollimore, Cycling UK’s head
of campaigns, said: ‘In Shoreham, Cycling
UK has drawn a line in the sand, showing
there are repercussions for councils
which ignore government guidance.
Hopefully West Sussex County Council’s
acceptance they acted illegally will put a
stop to short-sighted decisions like this
happening across other parts of the UK.

‘This is a victory for people who
want their children to travel to school
in safety, for people who don’t have to
breathe foul air, and for everyone who
would like healthier, safer streets where
we live and work.’
In a press release, Cycling UK added:
‘This was never about one cycle lane. We
wanted to show that councils cannot
act unlawfully without consequence.
Hopefully now there will be a consistent
approach across the UK where councils
will actively promote active travel so
that we can ensure that children can
ride to school safely, people have greater
options to commute by bike and more
people feel confident and safer in their
choice to cycle'.

Cyclists outnumber drivers on many A-roads
Analysis of Department for Transport
(DfT) figures from 2020 has revealed
that cyclists are outnumbering drivers on
an average day on 43 A-roads.
Of these, cyclists outnumber every
other form of transport on eight A-roads,
while outnumbering cars and taxis on
the remaining 35. Digging deeper into
the numbers, Central London was found
to have the biggest tilt towards cycling
at 87 per cent of all traffic on a section
of Lambeth Road, 81 per cent on
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Royal Mint Street in the City, and other
locations recording between 55 and 63
per cent.
The news follows other positive data
recently emerging from government
statistics. DfT figures show that the
cycling gender gap narrowed during
the Covid lockdowns and the average
number of cycling miles per person
increased. In 2019 men made three times
as many journeys as women, while that
gap shrank to twice as many in 2020. A

report showed the average number of
cycling trips in England per person per
year rising to 20, a 26 per cent increase
on 2019. Average mileage also rose by
62 per cent from 54 miles per person in
2019 to 88 miles in 2020.
For more detail on the traffic data
visit DfT’s Road Traffic Statistics map at
tinyurl.com/DFTstatsMap where you can
compare yearly traffic counts by mode
of transport at national, regional and
street levels.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

From March this year, car advertisements
in France will have to include a message
promoting an alternative to private car
use. The new requirement, confirmed at
the end of last year in the government’s
Official Journal, will involve using one
message from a choice of three: ‘Consider
carpooling’, ‘For day-to-day use, take
public transportation’, or ‘For short trips,
opt for walking or cycling’. The new rules

apply to all forms of advertising media
and will also require ads to feature the
hashtag "#SeDeplacerMoinsPolluer"
(Move and Pollute Less) and
include details of the vehicle’s CO2
emission class. The move is a win for
environmental activists who have
lobbied on the issue for years, many
groups demanding a complete ban on
car advertisements.

and public transport. The goal is to
reduce traffic in the heart of Paris by at
least half. ‘We want destination traffic,’
said David Belliard, deputy mayor of Paris
in charge of the transformation of public
space and mobility, ‘for people who have
something to do there: shopping, going
to the doctor, to the restaurant, etc.’
Closer to home, Oxford has announced
plans to extend its Zero Emission Zone,
install new traffic filters and introduce a
Workplace Parking Levy across most of
the city as part of its aim for increased
use of sustainable transport and a 30%
reduction in vehicular traffic by 2040.

US mechanics call for higher
cycle manufacture standards
Image: nmpirg.org

Low-traffic zones planned
for Brussels, Paris and Oxford
Brussels City Council has approved
plans for a new low-traffic zone within
the central area of the city known as de
Vijfhoek or the Pentagon (right).
The new circulation plan is part of
‘Good Move’, the regional mobility plan
for the whole Brussels-Capital region
which was developed as part of a 4-year
participatory process involving all local
residents, businesses, authorities and
other stakeholders. The scheme will
use traffic loops, one-way streets and
restricted access areas to make transit
through the centre more difficult for
motor vehicles. Currently, throughjourneys represent a third of traffic
within the city. The scheme will allow
movements by pedestrians, cyclists and
public transport users to be prioritised
and space to be freed up for more
greenery and public squares.
Neighbourhood meetings will be held
in March to explain the plan to people in
the new zones and initial evaluation will
take place in September (a month after
installation) so that the scheme can be
improved where necessary.
Paris has also announced a plan to
eliminate through-traffic from a central
zone encompassing most of the 1st to
the 4th arrondissements. The area will be
largely reserved for pedestrians, cyclists,
vehicles used by disabled people, carsharing rides, taxis, emergency vehicles

Image: Johan Mouchet (Unsplash)

French carmakers must
promote alternative travel

A campaign in the US has highlighted
an issue with the quality of bikes
bought from supermarkets and other
non-cycle specialists. Lower-income
cyclists are vulnerable to being misled
by bikes that appear to be good value
but actually have a range of quality
defects that make them unrepairable.
Issues include cracked frames, bearing
cups falling out of hubs, components
with fragile threads, and the use of
non-standard parts. Campaigners say
that cycles like these 'are harmful to the
environment, erode public confidence in
the usefulness and joy of bicycles, and
waste the money of the mostly poor and
working class people who buy them’.
The coalition of cycle shops, nonprofits, co-operatives, cycle mechanics,
and cycling advocates is calling via
an online petition for a number of
measures: a minimum durability
standard of at least 500 riding hours;
bikes designed to be serviceable, to hold
adjustment and to include replaceable
and upgradable components; and an
end to the production of bikes that are
‘built to fail’.
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NATIONAL NEWS

New Highway Code changes will
Changes to the Highway Code, made law in January,
recognise the importance of people riding bikes, walking, or
riding horses on our roads and streets. Camcycle, together
with national active travel organisations, welcomes the
Department for Transport’s changes. This update will improve
safety for everyone. Families with children, older adults and
disabled people will all benefit. The new code reminds road
users that they have a duty to take extra care around other
people, and the heavier your vehicle the more responsibility
you bear.
This new 'Hierarchy of Road Users' then feeds into three
main rules: for all road users, for all using wheeled modes
of transport and for all using motorised vehicles. There is a
handful of new rules and some alterations to existing ones
which should increase safety for people cycling and walking.
Note that the new rules are not mandatory in the legal sense,
but non-compliance may be considered a contributory factor
in convictions under the Road Traffic Act (see box below).

Introduction section: three new rules about
the Hierarchy of Road Users
The Hierarchy of Road Users sets out that those who can do
the greatest harm have the greatest responsibility to reduce the
danger or threat they may pose to other road users. This is one
of the most important aspects being introduced and reflects
government and industry concern for the safety, convenience
and comfort of the most vulnerable road users. The philosophy
also fits in with current initiatives in the wider health and safety
industry. Many of the other proposed changes to the Highway
Code reflect this principle of road user hierarchy.

WILL THE HIGHWAY CODE AFFECT
CIVIL LIABILITY CASES?
Whilst some continental European countries have civil
laws of ‘presumed liability’ for collisions, there is no
such presumption in UK law. Where it exists, presumed
liability means that in a collision between a car driver and
a cyclist, for example, liability for damages resulting from
the crash rests by default with the car driver (the more
‘threatening’ road user), unless they can prove otherwise.
In collision litigation case law, UK judges have formed
an opinion that road users should have regard for their
own and other road users’ safety. What the new highway
code rule H1 introduces is a ‘moral’ responsibility within
the road user hierarchy, weighted towards those who
have ‘the potential to cause most harm’. As the Highway
Code is also a best practice guide, it will be interesting to
see whether court judgements on collision responsibility
change over coming years.
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The hierarchy of road users was one of the changes called for by
national charity Cycling UK. (Image: Dave Walker)
Rule H1: All road users must be aware of The Highway
Code, be considerate to other road users and understand
their responsibility for the safety of others. Those in charge
of vehicles that could, in the event of a collision, cause the
greatest harm bear the greatest responsibility. Working from
the top down, that means drivers of large goods and passenger
vehicles have the greatest responsibility. Next in line are
drivers of vans, SUVs and minibuses, then cars and taxis. Those
riding motorcycles, bicycles and horses, although themselves
vulnerable to harm from vehicles, have a responsibility to
reduce danger to pedestrians.
Rule H2: (for drivers, motorcyclists, horse-drawn vehicles,
horse riders and cyclists) – give way to pedestrians at
junctions. This rule lays out the places where pedestrians have
priority and where all other road users must give way to them.
‘Pedestrians have priority when on a zebra crossing, on a parallel
crossing or at light-controlled crossings when they have a green
signal.’ The significant new part of this rule is that pedestrians
also have priority when they are about to cross: drivers and
cyclists should give way to them. It is no longer necessary for
people walking to first step into the road to be rightfully given
priority at side roads or zebra crossings.
Rule H3: (for drivers and motorcyclists) – give way to cyclists.
Drivers should not cut across cyclists when turning into or out
of a junction or cut across their path ‘whether they are using a
cycle lane, a cycle track, or riding ahead on the road’. They should
stop and wait for a safe gap in the flow of cyclists if necessary.
In summary, for both Rule H2 and H3, ‘people who are changing
direction should give way to people who are going straight’.
Most drivers intuitively understand that concept when
interacting with other drivers, and now they will be expected
to give the same consideration to cyclists and pedestrians. This
brings the UK into line with road rules in peer countries.

HIGHWAY CODE

improve safety for all road users
Rules for cyclists: key changes

Rules for drivers: two new changes

Many Highway Code changes are clarifications to
ambiguous or frequently misunderstood rules. In the
past, many drivers failed to understand why people cycle
side-by-side or take positions in the centre of the lane;
the new Highway Code explains why and when it is safer
to cycle this way.

Rule 163: Large vehicles must give a minimum 1.5m
passing distance to more vulnerable users such as cyclists
and horse-riders in all conditions. The old wording of Rule
163 was vague about how much room drivers should give
when overtaking cyclists; the new code specifically states
that drivers should leave at least 1.5m when overtaking
cyclists at speeds of up to 30mph and even more space
when driving faster.
Image: Cycling UK

Rule 63: Cyclists should ride responsibly near pedestrians
and horse riders. Relative to pedestrians, bicycles can
move at a much greater speed and cause harm in a
collision. In particular, people who are distracted, hard of
hearing or with limited sight can be startled. Riders are
reminded to give pedestrians space and give an audible
warning when necessary.
Rule 66: Riding together. People cycling ‘can ride two
abreast and it can be safer to do so, particularly in larger groups
or when accompanying children or less experienced riders’.

Rule 72: Road positioning for cyclists. Replacing previous
advice to ride ‘in the gutter’, cyclists are now advised to
make themselves as visible as possible. On slower speed
roads this means riding in the centre of the lane. The rule
suggests moving to the side when a faster vehicle comes
up behind. However, the practicality of doing this is not
straightforward and leeway is given when it would not be
safe to let the vehicle pass.
Rules 73, 75 and 76: Junctions for people cycling. These
rules clarify the way to use junctions where cyclists
have independent traffic lights. Two-stage junctions use
these traffic lights to direct cyclists across more complex
junctions in stages. Finally, rule 76 reiterates that cyclists
should be treated the same as motor vehicles, and have
priority over any road user turning across their path.

Rule 239: Safe exiting, sometimes called the ‘Dutch
Reach’. Vehicle drivers and passengers should open their
door using the hand ‘on the opposite side’ from the door
they are opening. For example, using the left hand to
open a door on the right-hand side. Doing this naturally
turns your body, which makes it easier to look over your
shoulder and see other road users, thereby reducing
the likelihood of injury to cyclists passing on the road,
or people walking on the pavement. Remember: people
who open a car door and cause a crash have always been
liable for damages they may cause. So this advice may
save vehicle users a lot of money and someone else a lot
of pain.
The introduction of the new rules goes some way to improve
our road and street spaces for people who choose to walk, cycle
or ride. However, their success is dependent on road users
knowing about them and following them. It is really important
that the message is disseminated widely and repeated, as
people do not routinely consult the Highway Code. Those
who drive motor vehicles need to understand the implications
of their actions and their responsibilities while driving. They
also need to know that when they opt for a car-free journey
they should be able to expect greater safety, convenience
and comfort.
Margaret Winchcomb
Read more at gov.uk/dft/highway-code-changes. A full table of
changes can be found at tinyurl.com/HighwayCode-table
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First section of the Chisholm Trail brings
'Twenty years ago, I could not have
dreamt that today I would be helping
cut the ribbon on this magnificent
bridge, nor that it would be possible to
cycle or walk through so much green
space from Romsey to the Science Park
on an almost motor-traffic-free route',
said Jim Chisholm as he spoke at the
official opening of phase one of the
Chisholm Trail on the cold afternoon of
23 December. He added: ‘This AbbeyChesterton bridge, together with the
Newmarket Road underpass on this,
the Chisholm Trail, breaks big barriers to
cycling and walking for both leisure and
utility trips in and around Cambridge’.
Contractors worked up to the wire to
get things finished before Christmas so
that local people could begin exploring on
foot and by cycle over the festive break.
The growing wave of Omicron meant the
event was a low-key one; details were
kept under wraps and attendees limited
to a select few councillors, officers and
Camcycle representatives. However,
there was still a well-deserved sense of
celebration for a project conceived over
two decades ago and finally brought to
life by the hard work of so many people.
We'd like to thank everyone who has
campaigned for, and worked on, the
Chisholm Trail over the last two decades.
It could not have happened without Jim’s
vision and the support of local volunteers,
national campaigners, councillors, officers
and contractors. Special thanks must
go to Sustrans’ founder John Grimshaw
and county council cycling officers Clare
Rankin and Patrick Joyce, who played
an invaluable role in developing the
project, and to the Greater Cambridge
Partnership for its final delivery.
A larger opening is planned for late
Spring, by which time we hope most of the
'snagging' issues that remain on this first
section will have been solved. Sections
of phase two of the Trail will commence
in Spring/Summer 2022 with the whole
project due to be finished in 2024.
Photos: Anna Langley, Jeremy Peters,
Jim Chisholm, Roxanne De Beaux, Anna
Williams and Ben Horton.
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CHISHOLM TRAIL

residents an early Christmas present
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LOCAL NEWS

First road review since the 1980s aims to
prioritise space for sustainable transport
The Greater Cambridge Partnership
(GCP) is planning to consult on a review
of Cambridge's road network hierarchy
in summer 2022 as part of its City Access
project. It would coincide with a second
consultation on 'Making Connections',
which seeks to improve bus services,
create more space for sustainable
transport and introduce road and/or
parking charges to fund local transport
improvements. The road hierarchy
review aims to contribute to achieving
the GCP's goals for traffic reduction
in Cambridge and support improved
quality of life through cleaner air, more
pleasant places to visit and more, safer
opportunities for walking and cycling.
At a meeting of the GCP Joint
Assembly on 17 February we welcomed
the project, which we think has the
seeds of an ambitious vision for the
future of the city. We were pleased to
see that the scheme had been inspired
by low-traffic schemes in places such
as Birmingham, Waltham Forest and
Ljubljana, but we think officers should
continue to learn from elsewhere and
simplify the hierarchy schemes. From the
descriptions given in the report, it was
unclear what the difference was between
the red and green distributor roads or
between the blue and pink access streets
which are both labelled as roads that
'do not facilitate movements between
distributor roads other than by public
transport and active travel modes'. We
are also concerned about the disclaimer
that active travel infrastructure (such as
segregated cycle lanes on main roads
and pedestrian priority at side-road
junctions) would only be included 'where
space permits' and asked the GCP to
commit to following the government's
cycle design guide, LTN 1/20, and not
abandon these principles in the places
people need them most.
We'd love to hear your responses to
this project and further ideas for traffic
reduction in and around Cambridge.
Find out more and join the discussion on
Cyclescape thread 5528.
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GCP proposal for a new road hierarchy in Cambridge (with street names added by Camcycle).

Share your on-street car and cycle parking
issues with the GCP via their interactive map

TAKE
ACTION

There are three main ways to achieve traffic reduction within a city:
reducing roadspace (such as closing roads to through-traffic), pricing
roads to encourage the use of other forms of transport, and restricting car parking.
The GCP is currently consulting on parking so it can assess the need for controls
such as additional residents' parking schemes and increasing the provision of
cycle parking, disabled parking spaces and bays for car clubs. It's important that
you have your say – where do you think current car parking presents dangers to
cyclists? Where would you like to see on-street cycle stands?
Please share your views by pinning comments to the interactive map at
www.greatercambridge.org.uk/ParkingSpring22

CYCLING FOR ALL

Calling for a commitment from local decisionmakers to invest in and deliver cycling for all ages
and abilities and to hold every new and renewed
piece of cycling infrastructure to the inclusive
standards of Local Transport Note (LTN) 1/20.

Cycling investment proposed as a new
Combined Authority metric

Busway safety review under way
as county installs partial closure
Part of the inbound lane of the Busway track has been closed
while Cambridgeshire County Council awaits the findings of
an independent safety review which will inform its decision
on long-term measures to protect people cycling, walking and
horse-riding along the southern section of the path.
Camcycle welcomes this review, which we called for
following the death of Kathleen Pitts last year. The family of
Steve Moir who died cycling on the path in 2018 has also long
called for action at this location. We'd like to see a detailed
feasibility study of all the options available to increase the
capacity of the path and provide the level of separation
necessary to reduce conflicts between people walking, cycling
and taking the bus.

The amount of money spent on cycling infrastructure
is proposed as one of the key performance indicators
in the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Combined
Authority (CPCA) Sustainable Growth Ambition Strategy
(see full report at tinyurl.com/CPCA-SustGrowth). The
report on the strategy notes that 'in pursuing economic
growth, we have a responsibility to ensure that rising
prosperity makes life better, healthier and fairer, and
does not exhaust the resources our children will need
for the future’. Approval of the Strategy was deferred at
the January meeting of the CPCA and the consultation
on the updated Local Transport and Connectivity
Plan has also been delayed. However, a report on the
initial public discussion showed that the most frequent
comments, when asked what changes should be made
to the transport vision, concerned improving cycling
and pedestrian links. Thanks to all who responded in
favour of better active travel!

County council to set up 20mph group
Cambridgeshire County Council is to set up a
cross-party working group with a dedicated budget to
look at new 20mph schemes. We raised concern that
schemes would only be considered on roads with an
existing mean speed of 24mph and the council has
agreed to reconsider the parameters for change.

Realigning the path under Long Road bridge is one of the safety
measures we'd like to see on the southern Busway path.
We've compiled a report, now on our website, that considers
the whole section from Hills Road bridge to the Addenbrooke's
spur and made suggestions to improve the safety and capacity
of the path. We'll be meeting again with local councillors and
stakeholders to discuss these suggested amendments.
Read more about this issue on our website at camcycle.org.uk/
busway-path and join the discussion on Cyclescape thread 4239.
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CURRENT CAMPAIGNS
We believe that people in the Cambridge region
need spaces to breathe to stay safe, happy and
healthy. This campaign works to achieve more
safe space for cycling and walking during the
Covid-19 pandemic and beyond.

Mill Road review begins: have your say
‘What do you want from Mill Road?’ This
is the question the Greater Cambridge
Partnership is asking local people as
it begins the new consultation on the
future of the street. The engagement
period includes an online survey, two
five-hour workshops and four open
public meetings (two online and two
in-person).
Camcycle’s position is that motor
traffic on Mill Road needs to be
substantially reduced and that this is
best achieved through a modal filter
to prevent through motor-traffic while
allowing cycling and walking journeys
the full length of the road. It should
be possible to exempt some motor

vehicles such as those required for
time-critical deliveries or to transport
disabled people. If you support our
vision and ideas, we recommend
supporting Theme 2 (Improve the
quality of the place) and Theme 3
(Changes to traffic and access in
the medium and longer term) in the
survey and making it clear in the
comments that both themes should
be implemented (not one or the other).
Theme 1 (Status Quo) is a vote for
worsening congestion and pollution.
Respond to the consultation by midday
on Monday 21 March and find out more
about the project and public meetings at
tinyurl.com/millroad2022.

TAKE
ACTION

This campaign calls on everyone who loves their
cycle to ‘lock it and log it’ to keep their property
safe. We also work with the city council, police
and other organisations on projects to improve
the security of cycle parking and tackle theft.

Station cycle park to gain £530,000 upgrade
In January, the Department for
Transport announced an extra
£3 million to improve cycling
infrastructure around train stations,
with Cambridge's Cycle Point on the
list for investment.
A £530,000 grant has been
allocated for accessibility and security
improvements as part of a partnership
project with Sustrans, Brookgate,
Cambridge City Council and the
Greater
Cambridge
Partnership.
The train operator Greater Anglia
will now start work on a programme
of improvements developed in
consultation with the Cambridge Cycle
Point task group, of which Camcycle
is a part. Security changes include an
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upgrade to the CCTV system which
will allow remote viewing by the police,
the installation of a speaker system to
provide security announcements and
warnings to would-be thieves and the
opportunity to install access controls.
Camcycle has also advocated
for better accessibility so that the
Cycle Point can be reliably used by
people of all ages and abilities and
we hope to see Greater Anglia use
this new investment to great effect.
Plans include an increased number of
accessible spaces on the ground floor
for those with mobility needs or using
larger and adapted cycles, and the
addition of better signage throughout
the facility.

PLANNING APPLICATIONS
PLANNING APPLICATIONS

S/0559/17/COND29
A10 pedestrian and cycle route

CITY AND COUNTY COUNCIL
COMMITTEES
We encourage Camcycle members to attend council
meetings to find out more about local developments and
speak up on behalf of active travel.
Planning Committee and Area Committee meetings
often include cycling and walking issues. Development
Control Forum and Joint Development Control Committee
meetings determine planning applications relating to
major housing development proposals.
You can usually find agendas online about a week in
advance at cambridge.gov.uk/democracy (city council) and
tinyurl.com/CCCdemocracy (county council). Meetings are
returning to in-person events; please check the websites
above for final confirmation of location.

We supported Milton Cycling Campaign's continued objection
to the inadequate improvements to the shared-use path
between Waterbeach and Cambridge that were conditions
for the development of Waterbeach New Town. The proposed
changes will widen some portions of the pathway and slightly
improve safety at the Car Dyke Road junction, but they still
leave the other sections of the pathway extremely narrow
(1.3m in some locations) and dangerously close to high-speed
motor traffic. Therefore, even after the changes are complete,
the A10 pathway between Waterbeach and Milton will remain
unsuitable for families cycling with children and other people
who are concerned about cycling in the proximity of fastmoving heavy vehicles. The applicants made some additional
revisions following the objection letter we sent in July 2021;
however, the changes fall far short of the design standards for
cycling infrastructure that are expected by the government’s
Gear Change policy and LTN 1/20 design standards. Sadly,
they were signed off in January, meaning the need for a safe
Waterbeach Greenway suitable for all ages is now more urgent
than ever.
Read more on Cyclescape thread 5787

Development Control Forum
9 March, 30 March and 28 June at 10am in Committee
Room 1 & 2, The Guildhall, Market Square, Cambridge
CB2 3QJ (all to be confirmed).

21/01625/FUL
13 apartments, Church Hall, Chapel Street

Planning Committee
2 March, 23 March and 20 April at 10am, Council
Chamber, The Guildhall, Cambridge CB2 3QJ.

We objected to this application for a redeveloped nursery and
new residential flats on the grounds of inadequate cycle parking.
The residential cycle park shown on the site plan is accessible
only through both a gate and a door to the bike store, and the
gate and parts of the access corridor are barely 1m in width and
would therefore be inaccessible to less able users and those with
non-standard cycles. In addition, the internal width of the store
is insufficient to accommodate the required number of stands
with the required minimum spacing, the visitor cycle parking is
inconveniently located and the nursery parking is significantly
below the required quantity. A decision on the application was
deferred in January as officers had failed to consider our objection;
it was then refused by the planning committee on 2 March.
Read more on Cyclescape thread 5732

Planning and Transport Scrutiny Committee
22 March at 5.30pm, Committee Room 1 & 2,
The Guildhall, Market Square, Cambridge CB2 3QJ.

East Area Committee
17 March at 6.30pm, venue to be confirmed.
Joint Development Control Committee
16 March and 6 April at 10.30am, Council Chamber,
The Guildhall, Cambridge CB2 3QJ.
Greater Cambridge Partnership Executive Board
17 March at 4pm (venue to be confirmed).
Greater Cambridge Partnership Joint Assembly
1 June at 2pm (venue to be confirmed).
Highways and Transport Committee
(Cambridgeshire County Council)
8 March and 26 April at 10am (venues to be confirmed).

South Area Committee
7 March at 7pm (online).
Transport & Infrastructure Committee
(Combined Authority)
14 March and 25 April at 10am (venues to be confirmed).
West Central Area Committee
10 March at 6.30pm (venue to be confirmed).
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CAMCYCLE NEWS

Annual review highlights Camcycle successes in 2021
Our 2021 annual review includes many
highlights from the year including our
new campaigns – Zero Carbon Streets,
Save Our Cycles and Safe Junctions
– and the opening of phase one of the
Chisholm Trail.
Camcycle Chair Robin Heydon writes
about LTN 1/20 becoming common
terminology within local authorities and
seeing several experimental low-traffic
schemes made permanent (although
sadly not Mill Road). Executive Director
Roxanne De Beaux writes about plans
for the charity's growth, including
the upcoming appointment of a new
Infrastructure Campaigner. We also
share our strategy for the next four years
which has been shaped by Camcycle
members, trustees and staff. We want
to grow our influence at a regional level,
create agenda-setting campaigns, reach
out to local communities and nurture a
sustainable organisation to enable our
campaigning successes.
The review is rounded off with a clear
summary of our finances: full details can
be found with the review on the website.
Thank you to everyone who
contributed to our work in 2021 – we
couldn't have done it without you.

Contact us if you would like a printed
copy of the annual report or read online
at camcycle.org.uk/annualreports/

THE CHISHOLM TRAIL
Annual review 2021

SAFER
CYCLING
Our streets should be safe and
feel safe – for everyone, of all
ages and abilities. We work
for a world where anyone who
would like to cycle can do so
in confidence, knowing that
they will arrive safely at their
destination and be able to
secure their cycle safely when
they get there.

Congestion, climate
change, inactivity: back in
1998, Jim Chisholm (right)
realised that a safer route
across the city from north
to south would help more
people choose walking
and cycling for their
everyday journeys and
reduce traffic on the
roads. In 2021, the first
part of his vision was
made a reality.

“I am proud that we
were able to achieve
Jim Chisholm’s dream,
and I pay tribute to his
vision and campaigning
tenacity. His efforts have
made a tremendous
difference for tens of
thousands of people.”
Cllr Elisa Meschini, Chair of the
Greater Cambridge Partnership

10

IN 2021:
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Too many people lost
their lives cycling and
walking in 2021. We
mourned with those who
grieved and determined
to work even harder to
ensure that no more lives
were lost, no more
families left suffering. We
called on local authorities
to make junctions safe.

Some of our campaigns are
planned long in advance and
some arise out of a pressing
need to take action. That’s what
happened in October 2021,
when Anna Garratt-Quinton, a
young physiotherapist working
at Addenbrooke’s, was killed
cycling near the roundabout
just outside the hospital. United
in grieving with the Cambridge
community, Camcycle decided
to place a white ‘ghost bike’ in
her memory and begin a new
campaign for safe junctions
across the county. Nearly 700
people signed their names and
shared stories of the junctions
they thought most needed

Camcycle staff and volunteers
keenly
followed
progress,
sharing photos with members,
putting up posters to inform
residents about diversions and
meeting with contractors and
decision-makers to advise on
the design of sections such as
Fen Road and Coldham’s Lane.

1998

While it has been wonderful to
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been enjoying walking
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the Trail already, we continue
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going to the shops, it’s
aid accessibility for all and to
wonderful. We have to
ensure that the second section
walking and cycling trips are
build bridges to bring
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people together from
direct and inclusive route to
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By the end of the year, the
Rules H2

4,000

24 hours

1,021 days

Addenbrooke’s roundabout had
been added to the scope of the
Greater Cambridge Partnership
schemes in this area. Safer
designs are also proposed to be
installed on two of the worst
junctions on Newmarket Road.

involve junctions:
and H3 tell drivers to give way
to pedestrians and cyclists
when turning into a junction
and Rule 186 makes it clear
that drivers should always
give way to people cycling
on roundabouts.
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• We supported Milton Cycling Campaign to install over
200 new cycle parking stands in and around the village
• 690 people signed our petition for Safe Junctions
• 91% of those who replied to our member survey said they
respond to the consultations we promote (and 2,000+ people
used our link to reach the survey on new Active Travel schemes)
• 1
 24 people joined as members and 272 individuals gave
donations to support our work.

Thank you to everyone who joined us for
our first Festive Lights ride on Saturday
4 December. We saw some wonderful
decorations during our short tour of the
city and many of them were glowing
from your cycles!
It was a fun way to welcome in the
festive season and we loved meeting
lots of new people and seeing happy
children enjoying the ride. Thanks to all
the volunteers who made it possible.
We hope to make this a regular part of
Camcycle's annual event calendar, so if you
have any feedback on how we can make
the ride even better in 2022, please get in
touch with your suggestions and ideas.

CAMCYCLE Spring 2022

SAFE JUNCTIONS

• We welcomed phase 1 of the Chisholm Trail and the
CYCLOPS junction we had campaigned for on Histon Road

Santa came to town ... on a bike!
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Contractors were busy on the
Chisholm Trail throughout 2021
following the installation of the
Abbey-Chesterton bridge in
2020. In December, the first
section (from Cambridge North
to Coldham’s Lane) opened to the
public: a wonderful Christmas
present for local residents.

VOTE BIKE ON
THURSDAY 5 MAY
We know that local decisionmakers have a huge impact on
cycling issues from bike theft and
cycle parking to the approval of
developments planned around
active travel, so we'll be running our
annual election survey in time for
the May elections.
We'll publish responses to our
survey at camcycle.org.uk/elections
and we'd love help compiling it all
too! Drop us an email or join the
discussion at Cyclescape thread
6057 to get involved.

CAMCYCLE NEWS

The Reach Ride returns on Bank Holiday Monday 2 May
The Reach Ride is back! It even made
the list of top carnivals in a recent
Guardian column of readers' travel tips.
Come and join us in 2022 and find out
why it's Camcycle's most popular event.
Gather your friends, colleagues or family
for a leisurely ride through beautiful
countryside to the historic Reach fair.
This year, the ride will be held on
Monday 2 May. If you're cycling from
Cambridge, meet Camcycle at the
Guildhall from 9am for a 10am departure.
Alternatively, you can join us at the Green
Dragon bridge on Stourbridge Common
as we cycle past at around 10.15 or
Newmarket Road Park & Ride at around
10.30. Those coming from Ely can ride
with Ely Cycling Campaign, who will be
meeting at Ely railway station from 9am
for a 10am departure. Led return rides
will depart from the Reach cycle park, to
Ely at 2pm and to Cambridge at 2.30pm.
We encourage other local groups to
collect in their communities, villages
and towns and join us anywhere along
the route. Do let us know if you have a
meeting point that we can promote.
The route follows National Cycle
Network routes NCN51 to Bottisham
then NCN11 via Lode. For the return ride
to Cambridge, we'll be taking the off-road
cyclepath from Lode to Quy alongside
the B1102 and then turning back onto
NCN11 via Albert Road to the ‘Missing

Sock’. A map of the route will be published
on our website and we'll also have printed
maps to hand out on the day.
The whole ride is around 15 miles
each way, which children under 10, and
some adults, might find challenging. If you
would like to try an electric bike or a cargo
bike for the ride, please get in touch as we
know there are several local bike shops
who offer free or affordable trials.
On the day, make sure you bring
water, snacks, weather-suitable clothing
(e.g. sunhats, raincoats), a bike lock and
cash to buy food (there is no cash machine
at Reach). It is also advisable to bring
a few bits of basic repair kit including a
cycle pump.

At Reach, please park your cycle in
the fair's designated area, a field on the
left as you approach the village centre.
Although there is a fence we suggest you
lock bikes together in groups: security is
your responsibility.
We are delighted to have the support
of Continental and Cambridge City
Council for the 2022 ride. There's still
time for local sponsors to join the fun –
email us at contact@camcycle.org.uk.

Find the latest ride information
at camcycle.org.uk/reachride,
on Twitter at @reachride and
on Cyclescape thread 5865.

Can the next Big Give challenge match 2021's records?
At the time of writing, we are waiting to find out if Camcycle
has been selected for the 2022 Big Give Green Match Fund,
launching on Friday 22 April, World Earth Day.
Last year, we were one of 113 environmental charities that
took part in the campaign's inaugural year and were delighted
to raise a massive £10,761 with 85 generous individuals making
donations to our work for Zero Carbon Streets. However, a few
months later, our supporters outdid themselves raising £20,185
through the Big Give Christmas Challenge, a new record for our
charity. Thank you so much to everyone who donated and has
helped us fund a new Infrastructure Campaigner (announcement
coming soon!). The heat is on for 2022 - can we go even further
with our fundraising?

Watch this space! There will be more news at
camcycle.org.uk/BigGreenGive2022
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RIDING A HANDCYCLE
FEELS ALMOST LIKE
OLD TIMES
Rosie Tween

STAYING
ACTIVE
We speak to three people reaping the benefits of cycling.

Nearly nine years ago, I suffered an
injury to my spinal cord, which resulted
in permanent paralysis from the waist
down. Since then, I’ve been a full-time
wheelchair user and become a bit of an
expert on things I rarely noticed before,
such as dropped kerbs and the width of
the shopping aisles in my local Co-op. I
am fortunate enough to live less than
two miles from the centre of Cambridge
and I try to ‘push’ into town as much as
possible to get the exercise, helping me to
maintain fitness and upper body strength.
The various cycle and pedestrian
routes, such as the Busway path, the
West Cambridge and Eddington trails,
and the recently opened phase 1 of the
Chisholm Trail, are great for wheelchair
users - flat, smooth and wide with no
stiles or gates. In spite of my wheels,
where there is demarcation I use the
pedestrian rather than the cycle lane,
although I don’t really belong in either a bit too fast for one, too slow for the
other, not to mention my extra width
when someone is trying to overtake. I
feel lucky - Cambridge is flat and has an
ever-increasing number of good cycle
paths which pass through some beautiful
green spaces. I can also travel outside
the city to Histon, Fen Ditton, Milton
Country Park, Grantchester or Coton, all
in a morning’s push.
This is pleasure leisure; I’m not aiming
to cover massive distances or beat my
PB, I just enjoy being outside along the
towpath, on the commons or simply
bumping into friends. The seasons do
make a difference; the biggest drawback
in winter is the wet, soft, slushy, and
often muddy country tracks, making the
tarmac surfaced cycle paths feel even
more welcoming. I save rural outings for
the warmer and drier months, although
the new accessible Wimpole circular trail
is a great all-season 10km path, perfect
for walkers, pushchairs, cyclists and
wheelchairs.
Recently, I invested in a hand-cycle,
which attaches to my wheelchair.

STAYING ACTIVE

People with disabilities
need to share their
stories with councils and
other organisations so
that we can have direct
influence on the way our
environment is designed

Seasons make a difference to accessibility:
muddy country tracks make tarmac surfaced
paths feel even more welcoming.

I can now cycle into town, wheel over
Coldham's Common for a swim at the
Abbey Pool, or go for a meander along the
Busway path. It feels almost like old times
and - unlike the recumbent hand cycles
for proper athletes - I can disconnect the
bike bit from my chair, lock it up, and go
off to do other things. The other bonus
is the electrical assistance, which I use at
just the right level, so that cycling is still
energising but not too exhausting.
I try to avoid driving in Cambridge, but
wheelchairs are not designed to carry

heavy bags of shopping. As a Blue Badge
holder, I can park right next to the market
and go from stall to stall, putting a bag
at a time into the car. It works perfectly.
During Covid-19, the City Council
restricted parking in the market place to
allow for socially distanced queuing; this
reduced the number of places for disabled
parking to less than a handful. Something
similar has happened at Addenbrooke's
Hospital where a whole row of Blue
Badge parking spaces has been replaced
by the vaccination hub. These changes
send the message that those less able to
adapt are the ones required to do so. I
don’t believe that anyone is deliberately
trying to make our lives more difficult; I
think it is down to a lack of awareness.
People with disabilities need to share
their stories, not just among their friends
but by having conversations with city
councils and other development and
planning organisations, so that we can
have direct influence on the way our
environment is designed.

A BIT OF ELECTRIC ASSISTANCE
TAKES AWAY THE STRAIN
Nigel Woodcock

It’s March 2020 and I’m in Outspoken Cycles, parting with
£1,200 in exchange for a new electric bike. This is the first new
bicycle that I’ve ever bought in about 65 years of cycling; all my
previous fifteen or so bikes have been cast-offs or were bought
second-hand for less than £100, then affectionately refurbished
and maintained. My seemingly extravagant purchase was
provoked by a combination of older age and some impaired
mobility due to spinal cord damage. So what sort of challenges
do I face, and did the e-bike help to address them?
Any older cyclist finds that muscle power starts to decline and
that balance gets less intuitive and needs more concentration.
Decreasing power means that your natural cycling speed
reduces and the distances that you comfortably tackle decrease.
Hills become more challenging; not just Castle Hill but the
ramps to the river and railway bridges too, even using low gears.
Lower speeds and acceleration mean that the larger and faster
roundabouts seem more hazardous than they used to.
Balance issues are more evident at lower speeds and in tight
situations. Mounting and dismounting need more care, as does
getting underway from a standing start at junctions, traffic
lights and in queues. Assorted bollards, barriers and chicanes
require good balance at low speed, and sometimes require an
inconvenient dismount.
My e-bike – an Omega Batribike – has proved a good solution
to both power and balance issues. It has a step-through frame, so
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STAYING ACTIVE
it’s easy to start off either from astride the
bike or by scooting the bike and swinging
the free leg through. A seven-speed hub
gear makes it easy to select a low gear for
getting underway, and either of the lowest
two of five motor power settings helps
with the first few turns on the cranks
that are needed for balance. This extra
power boost is especially welcome in
exposed situations, such as in an advance
stop box backed by impatient enginerevving traffic. Once underway, the 250W
motor in the front hub is equal to all my
demands. To get the exercise benefits, I
try to stick to power levels one or two, but
the extra levels are reassuring for a steep
hill, a strong headwind or with two large
panniers filled with food shopping.
As well as using the e-bike for
commuting the two miles into the city
centre and for local errands, I also use it
for an exercise ride nearly every morning.
My normal route is nine miles from home
in East Chesterton, beside the Busway
out to Oakington and back. The sceptic
might question why I don’t use a regular
bike to get maximum exercise value. The
answer is that just the lowest level of
power assistance takes enough strain off
the ageing muscles to prevent an aching
back, whilst still allowing me to keep a
good cadence at an enjoyable speed. The
effort is certainly enough to exercise the
heart and lungs and to work up a sweat.
And I might just ease into level 2 power
when heading back into a strong south-

My e-bike has proved a
good solution to both
power and balance issues.
I use it for an exercise ride
nearly every morning – nine
miles beside the Busway
to Oakington and back
easterly wind. With these out-of-town
rides in mind, I’ve invested in Marathon
Plus puncture-resistant tyres, as mending
punctures is a bit more trouble on a bike
with both hub gears and a hub motor.
What other disadvantages does an
e-bike have? The extra weight of the
motor and battery does make the bike
more difficult to manoeuvre when
walking or parking. Having been used
to frames with a cross bar, I’ve found
the difficulty of leaning and locking a
step-through frame against a lamp-post
frustrating. It also takes me longer to
lock my expensive bike to a rack, as I’m
cautious enough to use both a D-lock
and a strong chain. Battery life has not
proved an issue with my relatively low
power demands: two or three charges
each week are sufficient.
Mention of charging prompts other
concerns about my e-bike, such as its
environmental impact. E-bikes are rightly
regarded as part of the mix in a low-

WHAT DO OLDER CYCLISTS NEED?
Nigel compiled a list of some of the infrastructure that he finds helpful as he cycles
in and around Cambridge. Do you agree? What else should be on the list?
• Advance release traffic lights
combined with an advance stop box
(e.g. east end of Downing Street).
• Absence of chicanes on bridge
ramps (e.g. south side of the
Chisholm Trail river bridge compared
with the chicaned north side).
• Roundabouts with priority cycle
and pedestrian circulation (e.g.
Fendon Road).
• 'Cyclops' junctions with circulating
cycle lanes (e.g. Gilbert/Warwick/
Histon Road junction, shown right).
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• Double cattle grids on busy routes
(e.g. some around Midsummer
Common) rather than single grids
that often involve a stop and restart.
• 'Pedestrianised' shopping streets
allowing rather than restricting
the flow of cycles (e.g., central
Cambridge rather than the Grafton/
Fitzroy Streets area).
• Cycle racks close to more shops/
banks/post
offices
wherever
possible, to cut down walking
distances.

carbon transport future. However, they
still need charging and that electricity
may have been generated at a gas-fired
power station or worse. I have a rooffull of solar panels, so try to charge my
e-bike when the sun is shining. On dull
days, my electricity comes from EDF with
its high proportion of nuclear generation;
that’s low-carbon energy but needing a
problematic waste disposal programme
that the UK has yet to put in place.
I’m also concerned about the
resource demands of the batteries for all
e-vehicles. The lithium, nickel and cobalt
in my battery have all been mined with
substantial environmental and social
impact (albeit less than for a car battery)
and the hugely increased demands of
the ongoing energy transition are going
to amplify these impacts to an extent
that society has yet to appreciate. When
my battery needs replacing, it is unclear
whether it will be recycled. At present only
5% of lithium-ion batteries are recycled,
although rapidly increasing raw lithium
prices will encourage more recycling and
better design of battery recyclability.
If I get too apologetic, however, I
remind myself that some of the journeys I
do would otherwise have been done by car
or bus. The e-bike also keeps me healthier
and more independent than I would have
been otherwise, and less of a burden on
family and the NHS. On balance, then, I’m
glad that I took the decision nearly two
years ago to buy an e-bike.

STAYING ACTIVE
CARBON CHECK:
HOW GREEN IS AN E-BIKE?
The European Cyclists' Federation
estimates that e-bikes have a higher
average manufacturing carbon
footprint than conventional bikes,
at 134kg CO2e compared to 96kg.
However, despite the added emissions from electricity
production and battery manufacturing, e-bikes actually
have lower greenhouse gas emissions over their lifetime
than conventional bikes, because they require less food
production per kilometre travelled. BikeRadar calculated
that cycling has a carbon footprint of about 21g of CO2
per kilometre travelled (less than walking or getting
the bus and less than a tenth the emissions of driving),
whereas for an e-bike the footprint is just 14.8g CO2e
per kilometre.
They add that if cycling’s popularity in Britain increased
six-fold (equivalent to returning to 1940s levels) and
all this pedalling replaced driving, it could make a net
reduction of 7.7-million tons of CO2 annually, equivalent
to 6% of the UK’s transport emissions.

Read more at tinyurl.com/BikeRadar-greencycling

THE TALE OF THE 24-MILE ROUND
TRIP FOR A BLOOD TEST
Richard Moss

My GP wanted me to get a blood test.
Doc: Unfortunately our phlebotomist is off sick this week, are you
all right with going into Cambridge?
Me: Yes.
Doc: They've got a test centre at the Newmarket Road Park &
Ride, near the ice rink. That's the best one because you can just
turn up without an appointment. Do you know where that is?
Me: Yes. Can I go there by bike?
Doc looks surprised but then looks out of the window and
sees the wintery sun shining: Err yes, that should be OK. They’re
open till 4:30pm.

Marshal: Well, we've been here for 18 months, you'd have thought
the GPs would know the drill by now.
Me: Is there anyone inside I could talk to?
Marshal on her walkie talkie to her manager: We've got a bloke,
cycled 12 miles to get here. Can you come and speak to him?
The manager comes out.
Me: I've come from Over. Is there any way I can get a test here?
Manager: Sorry, you can't cycle through the drive-through.
Your alternative is to go to Addenbrooke's, but you'd need an
appointment for that. That's not really in the right direction for
you, is it?
She thinks a bit, and looks at me crossly.
Well, I'm only going to do this once - don't come back. As it's quiet,
I'll go and get my car, and drive you through.
With that, she goes and gets her car, probably breaking all the
rules, I get in the front passenger seat, and she drives me 20
metres to Lane 5. The phlebotomist gets out of his kiosk, comes
round to the passenger side and gets me to stick my arm out
of the window. He gets back to the kiosk with his samples, and
asks for my date of birth.
I tell him the date in 1949, at which, the manager looks at me in
disbelief and says: No. Really? - Maybe I should get a bike.
At the time, I thought: Result! But it isn't a result really, for
us to have a facility like that which you can't go to by bike. In
Cambridge. For me, the experience threw into stark contrast
the difference between on the one hand, the angels who work
on the front line of the NHS, trying to follow their vocation
to serve their community, and on the other hand, people who
devise schemes like this without any consideration of local
conditions and their political masters who tell them what to do.
Maybe it was different 18 months ago when they set these test
centres up, but none of us was vaccinated then. The level of
risk is so much lower now. Why on earth are they not more
responsive to the needs of local people?

So I pedal off after lunch. I have a pleasant ride alongside the
Busway to Cambridge North, wiggle down to the towpath, over
the lovely new Chisholm Trail bridge, across Ditton Meadows,
most of the route entirely off road. I get there about 3:30. But
it's a DRIVE-THROUGH. Fairly quiet, there are just two cars
queuing so I fall in behind them. A marshal comes up to me.
Marshal: Are you here for a blood test?
Me: Yes, my GP sent me.
Marshal: Well, you can't get a test unless you're in a car. Can you
go home and get a taxi?
Me: I've cycled 12 miles to get here. My GP said it would be OK.

Richard on a ride which didn't end with a frustrating run-in with
blood test bureaucracy!
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 RIDING TOGETHER 
If you need support to stay active, look no further. These local cycling groups offer a warm welcome!

Cambridge Cycling Society
Contact via Instagram: @cambridge_cycling_society
or email cam.cycling.society@gmail.com
Each of us handles the pandemic differently—we’ve decided
to grow together. Born out of lockdown, the Cambridge
Cycling Society started in February 2021 as two friends in
search of a socially-distanced coffee. United by our common
love of cycling and fuelled by local cake shops, we used road
riding to make the most of the world-wide pause on life.
As restrictions eased, we quickly realised that we were not
alone in our passion and began organising rides. Our team
is now 20 members strong and looking to grow, venture on
new routes, and continue having a positive impact in the
community.
The Cambridge Cycling Society is dedicated to enriching
and growing the cycling community in Cambridge and the
surrounding areas. We offer a friendly, welcoming environment
where people are able to refine their cycling skills, find a
group suited to their level, and improve together. We practice
respectful cycling and seek to promote riding as a great way to
stay active and build the community post-lockdown.
To us, cake stops are half the fun! With an eye toward
promoting small businesses, we practice the club’s three C’s:
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Coffee, Cake,
and Cycling.
Whenever
we discover
a new café or
visit an old
favourite, we share our find as there
are few things better than a well-earned coffee.
Cycling is a fantastic way to reduce city congestion: it
promotes an enjoyable, active culture, and enriches the
community with a wholesome activity. Through competition
and teamwork, cycling builds camaraderie and develops the
personal confidence and patience to succeed. Through the
challenges, we never forget to stop to smell the roses – or
in our case – have a cake!
We offer rides of varying distance with typically a Saturday
ride and a mid-week ride during the summer months.
Whatever may come, we have built a resilient community
that continues to add value to the cyclists of Cambridge.
Soren Hoffman

CYCLING GROUPS

Cambridge Cycling Moms
Join by sending a direct message on Instagram:
@cyclingmomscambridge
We are CMC (Cycling Moms Cambridge), for us it’s more
than just riding bikes. It’s about having fun, staying active
and reducing our daily stresses. We are moms who aim
to inspire and support women and women of colour all
over the world to get into the cycling lifestyle.
CMC started in 2020 with a small group of moms.
We go out on most evenings and on a Saturday morning
enjoying the outdoor goodness. We start by visiting
and supporting our local shops then spending the rest
of our day exploring nature. Cycling is so special to us
and we believe it’s an activity that everyone deserves to
experience.
One of our members had some medical challenges
and kept on cycling with us, and the doctors were
amazed by how quick her recovery process was after
successful surgery. Since then she has continued to
cycle and show others the happiness, healing, fun and
adventure you can have on a bike.
Cycling with our group is liberating, refreshing, clean
and energetic! Our goal is to grow our diverse group of
cyclists with women who want to connect with other
moms in Cambridge and the surrounding areas.
If you don’t know how to ride, you can take simple
classes to start. Then you either rent or buy a bicycle
and begin enjoying the outdoors even more.
We look forward to hearing from you and growing
our team!
Yemisi Daniel

JoyRiders Cambridgeshire
Find out more at facebook.com/groups/jrcambridgeshire
and joyriders.org.uk/north-/cambridge
JoyRiders Cambridgeshire is a group of volunteer ride leaders
who haven’t forgotten what it’s like to start cycling. Our aim is
to empower more women in Cambridgeshire to enjoy riding for
work, leisure and everyday journeys and we run free guided
rides across a variety of times and locations. Previous trips
have included a beginners tour of the new Chisholm Trail and
an intermediate weekend ride from Longstanton to St Ives.
Eddington and Trumpington are also popular start points.
All riders are welcome – you just need a cycle that is safe
to ride and basic handling skills. JoyRiders aim to help you
become a more confident rider in all conditions, first in a
group and, eventually, on your own. Leaders love to see the
smiles at the end of our rides and the growing confidence of
the women who return again and again.
Anna Williams
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Cambridge University Cycling Club
To join, visit the website: https://cucc.co.uk/committee/contact-us
or contact our General Secretary, Matt Bryan (mjb314@cam.ac.uk).
By inspired on Instagram: @cambridgeuniversitycyclingclub
Whether your goal is to explore the beauty of the Cambridgeshire
countryside, complete a sub-50-minute 25-mile TT, or complete
a grand tour of all the cafés within East Anglia, Cambridge
University Cycling Club (CUCC) is the place for you. Voted
Cambridge University’s Club of the Year for 2020-21, CUCC
is a warm, welcoming, social club that allows every rider an
opportunity to explore their potential and fall in love with cycling
over and over again. The club is open to everyone associated
with the university (students, postgraduates and staff) as well
as people who are friends of the university such as alumni and
friends of current students or staff.
It doesn’t matter if you are new to cycling as CUCC has a ride
for everyone. Ranging from green rides cycling at a leisurely pace
for approximately 25km up to black rides cycling at 32+ km/h
for over 100km, CUCC prides itself on its inclusive attitude
(and love of café stops). Club rides run every weekend
during term, with an active WhatsApp group to allow
members to ride with friends during the week as well.
CUCC is determined to provide a safe space for riders to
flourish and enjoy cycling to the fullest. Whilst offering mixed
club rides on the weekend, CUCC also offers a women-only
ride during the week to encourage and empower as many
women as possible to get involved with cycling.
If you love talking about bikes more than you love riding
them than that’s okay too – I am definitely guilty of that
in the winter! Bike enthusiasts gather for weekly pub trips
and there is an annual Christmas dinner.
Don’t let our partiality for a pub trip and a café stop
fool you however, we race hard too. Starting this
AUTHOR PROFILE
racing year off with great success, CUCC men’s team
Hi my name is Maddie. I’m a 2nd year Geographer at
won BUCS (British Universities & Colleges Sport) Hill
St John’s, a keen cyclist and a new volunteer for Camcycle.
Climb, with President George Spooner coming second
Although I love cycling, I actually got into riding through
overall with a staggering time of 2 minutes 12 seconds.
my interest in mechanics. I used to cycle to school and
resented having to take my bike to the bike shop every time
something went wrong - riding my mum’s bike which was
older than I was, things went wrong fairly often! This led me
to start fixing my own bike and eventually getting a job at
the bike shop I used to go to.
Being surrounded by people who were passionate about
cycling encouraged me to get my first road bike and start
seeing cycling as something to do for enjoyment. Ever
since then I have loved getting out on my bike but more
importantly I have loved meeting all the wonderful people
involved in the cycling community.
I decided to get involved with Camcycle because when I
first started cycling I was so nervous about road safety and
I want to ensure that we can create a welcoming and safe
environment for current and future cyclists to enjoy.
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The women’s side also thrived at the Hill
Climb, storming up Polly Botts Lane climb,
Loughborough, to take second place.
A
great
achievement
especially
considering Cambridge isn’t exactly the
Alps, or even the Peaks, in fact anything
above a 3% incline is foreign to us.
These fantastic race results are hardly
surprising when the level of team training
is considered. Frequently seen bashing
around the fens at high speeds, these
riders are fuelled not only by cake but
also by competitive spirit and a love for
cycling. Those looking to race, whether
currently part of the club or not, are
always encouraged to do so and we can’t
wait to see many new faces racing against
Oxford in the annual Varsity time trial.
If mud and dirt are more up your
street then our off-road adventurers
can’t wait to meet you. Heading out on
Sunday at 9am our mountain bikers and
gravel riders explore Cambridgeshire

off the beaten track
and venture further
afield every term to
visit a bike park or trail
centre. All abilities are
welcome to join.
For those with an
eye for big miles and
a sense of adventure,
CUCC
organises
touring rides every
year and is also
keen
to
support
solo adventures. My
most enjoyable ride last year by far was
the ‘CUCC 2 the Sea’ ride which took
place in June and was a round trip to
Hunstanton. This ride, on a gorgeous
day, with a great group of riders, really
solidified to me what CUCC was all
about: riding bikes with friends. In
January, riders can enjoy a week’s worth
of big miles and even bigger climbs at

the Winter Training Camp in Spain which
is one of the highlights of the year.
New to cycling or been riding for
years, road racer or mountain biker, café
stop connoisseur or brunch bar in the
back pocket – whatever type of cyclists
you are CUCC would love to have you.
We look forward to meeting you soon.
Maddie Angwin

Bike.
Bags.
Beautiful.

Made in
Cambridge
Leather bags. Designed for bikes. Made for living.
pedalandbrass.co.uk | @pedalandbrass | 01223 914702 | hello@pedalandbrass.co.uk
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CARGO BIKES FOR BUSINESS

>>> BIKES FOR BUSINESS >>>
Meet the Cambridge businesses unlocking a sustainable future with the power of pedals.

MIKE'S BREAD
I first met Mike while out on my Elephant
Bike delivering magazines last summer.
He was delivering bread in the streets
near his Richmond Road bakery and we
stopped to chat – I love a good cargo
bike! I dropped by the bakery the other
day and got the full story.
Mike started baking at home in Oregon
when his English wife complained about
the standard of American bread. He
picked up the practices of West Coast
American sourdough baking first-hand
from masters of the art. After a move to the
UK Mike started baking again for friends
and word of mouth (and neighbourhood
WhatsApp groups) soon increased his
circle of customers. Deliveries started
to be a problem. From having to carry
everything down a narrow passageway
to his car, to difficulties finding the right
order amongst the packages distributed
around the vehicle and problems parking
in residential streets already choked with
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parked cars, Mike realised there had to
be a better way. Lockdown saw his order
book exploding and thinking about a cargo
bike evolved into an urgent investigation.
Initially, Mike hired a Bakfiets from
the School Run Centre. The advantages
were immediately clear: the bike could
go down the narrow passage and load at
the bakery door, there were no parking
problems out on the round and orders
were to hand for delivery in an accessible
load area. But the volume of orders he
was handling meant that the bike was on
its load limits and something more meaty
was an urgent requirement. Suitable
bikes weren’t in stock locally and, thanks
to pandemic restrictions, lead times for
delivery were extending into the toodistant future, but Mike managed to find
an Urban Arrow bike for sale in the West
Country. One custom-built box later and
the Mike’s Bread cargo bike delivery
system was launched!

The loading, order sorting and parking
benefits of using a cargo-bike were
already established. The Urban Arrow
with its custom box takes 40 orders
(that’s around 60-80kg) twice a week,

CARGO BIKES FOR BUSINESS
and a neat paint job makes it an eye-catching mobile billboard
for the business. Being on a bike rather than in a vehicle makes
Mike much more accessible whilst he’s out on his rounds: ‘I can
see people looking and wanting to say something, and on the
bike I can stop to talk. Conversations like that have brought
me several customers! I’ve also had conversations with other
tradesmen including plumbers and tree surgeons: they’ve seen
the bike and realized that they could use one for their business’.
It’s economical too: ‘I can do a delivery run on half a charge of
the battery, which costs pennies overnight. It beats filling up
with diesel! And some of my customers have said they really
like being able to return to supporting a real local business’.

KINNERZ COACHING

Last year my daughter decided she’d like to give football a go,
so on Saturday morning we joined a long queue of parents
and children snaking across the playing fields at North
Cambridge Academy. When we reached the front, we found
coach Kinnerz sitting behind a Christiania cargo bike, using it
as a reception desk to enrol new players and take the register.

Mike delivers all over the city, from Girton to Trumpington,
and the bike’s motor and 80kg capacity come into their own.
‘I can use the cycle paths and I hardly see the traffic, although
I’m beginning to see numbers of the food delivery motorcycles
which is a bit naughty. The paths are clearly built with ordinary
bikes in mind so the long wheelbase of my cargo bike (and
heavy weight) makes some of the chicanes tricky. I have
several deliveries around Mill Road and the traffic is back and
bad-tempered along there. I can understand it – I drive myself
and traffic isn’t good in Cambridge, I get frustrated sitting in
queues, and some cyclists are crazy. The law is there to keep us
all safe but some of the things you see . . !’ On the nights when
Mike’s son Max rides his bike to help with deliveries – running
to the doorsteps while Dad stays with the bike – they return
together for a well-earned home-made sourdough pizza. What
a perk!
Mike bakes a range of sourdough breads in a selfbuilt bakery at the bottom of his garden. He uses organic
flours and is sourcing speciality ingredients to expand his
product range. He’s not Cambridge’s only micro-bakery, but
there’s room for him alongside the others. You can find him
on Facebook www.facebook.com/richmondroadbakery and at
mikesbread.com. I’m thinking about putting in an order just to
see the delivery operation in action!
Alan Ackroyd

Kinnerz has been using his
three-wheeled Christiana cargo bike
for about two and a half years.
It acts as a mobile reception desk and
carries the equipment required for
training sessions and birthday parties
Phil ‘Kinnerz’ Kinsey runs Kinnerz Coaching
(kinnerzcoaching.co.uk) , a family-focused and communityoriented business established in Cambridge 16 years ago.
Kinnerz Coaching provides sports coaching for children
(aged 3 upwards) and adults that is affordable and accessible
to all. He operates seven days a week, offering lunchtime and
after-school clubs, community football sessions, a weekend
grassroots football academy, club football coaching, 1-1
football training and sports birthday parties, alongside
running mens’ and women’s football teams. All sessions
are conducted with the ethos ‘if you had fun, you won’. The
Saturday morning football academy is immensely popular,
with 126 children registered to play this term.
Kinnerz has been using his three-wheeled Christiania
cargo bike for about two and a half years. He says that the
bike is multi-purpose and therefore helps his business in
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different ways. As well as acting as a mobile reception desk
(the three-wheeled design means that the bike is upright and
stable when stationary), the large, sturdy box at the front of
the bike carries the equipment required for training sessions
and birthday parties, such as footballs, football goals, bibs and
boxes of all shapes and sizes. He also uses the cargo bike to
transport a drinks machine on hot days and thinks he might try
operating it as an ice cream stall on special occasions. Kinnerz
also appreciates the fact that the cargo box takes the strain
off his back: he used to carry equipment in a big rucksack on a
standard bike.
The customised box on the front of the cargo bike is a
big plus for Kinnerz as the colours and logo on the bespoke
panels are eye-catching and the text describes clearly what the
business is all about. ‘People certainly take note [of the cargo
bike]’ he says. ‘With the branding on the side, the information
and the colours it does stand out, so you do see people looking.
More often than not you see people smiling really. It’s a bit
different from the norm.’
The cargo bike fits with Kinnerz Coaching’s green policy and
many of his coaches also travel to work by bike. He thinks that
the cargo bike isn’t just better for the environment than a car or
a van: there are more benefits. He says it’s a lot easier and quicker
to get around Cambridge by bike and he’ll often beat a car to
a venue. He also thinks that cycling is a good form of exercise
and great for physical fitness. It’s important for a sports coach
to promote physical activity, so Kinnerz acts as a role model
by cycling everywhere for work by cargo bike or regular bike.
Sarah Hughes

GIVE A CARGO BIKE A TRY!
Outspoken Cycles
is currently running
an e-cargo bike TryBefore-you-Buy
Scheme, provided
through the DfT
eCargo Bike Grant
Fund and supported
by Horizon 2020
City Changer Cargo Bike and the Greater Cambridge
Partnership. There is a range of e-cargo bikes for both
businesses and families. The scheme is an exciting
opportunity to trial a cargo bicycle or tricycle to see how
it can work for you over a longer period before committing
to buy.

Find out more at outspokencycles.co.uk/cargotbyb

The content on these pages has been produced as part of
City Changer Cargo Bike, a Horizon 2020 Cycle Logistics
programme delivered in partnership with Cambridgeshire
County Council. The project aims to raise awareness and
support the uptake of cargo bikes and cargo bike initiatives.
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OTHER BUSINESSES

Many businesses in Cambridge find their cargo bikes are of
great benefit. James from Thorne Wines uses his to deliver
products to city-centre restaurants in the middle of the day
when access for cars and vans is heavily restricted. Steve
from furniture renovator BeSpoke Cambridge cycles for
environmental reasons and loves travelling through the
city’s green spaces. He thinks that Cambridge is the perfect
place for a bike-based business as it is flat and has good
cycling infrastructure. He adds that commuting by cargo
bike makes parking in the city easy and he finds that his bike
acts as a great form of advertising.
Other local companies partner with cycle logistics
company Zedify. Camilla from The Cambridge Cheese
Company considers sustainability to be at the heart of her
business approach. She buys her products from ethical
and principled suppliers who are striving to reduce their
environmental footprints, then partners with Zedify for
zero-emissions deliveries by cargo bike. Neil from The
Cambridge Fruit Company finds that it makes good business
sense to use Zedify for some deliveries, as his drivers are
finding it more challenging week by week to deliver into the
city centre by van due to the congestion and the fact it’s
very difficult to park.
To find out more about the benefits of cargo bikes to
businesses, visit camcycle.org.uk/cargobikes.

Mike's Bread, Thorne Wines, BeSpoke Cambridge, Zedify,
The Cambridge Cheese Company and The Cambridge Fruit
Company all feature in our new cargo bikes for business
videos. Watch them all at camcycle.org.uk/videos

CYCLING IN
SUSTAINABLE
STYLE

Local cyclist and maker Lottie
Seaborn shares the inspiration
behind her Cambridge cycling
bag business Pedal and Brass
For years in my former career as a lawyer,
I’d sit in a Cambridge traffic jam watching
many a cyclist whizz past, beating the
traffic and enjoying the fresh air and
freedom that cycle commuting brings.
‘Right, I can do this’, I thought, so I
embarked on commuting to work by bike.
Fortunately for me, the Addenbrooke's
DNA path provided a direct route to the
office so I had no excuses when it came
to the route! But being new to the cycling
game, what I hadn’t factored in was how
I was going to transport my laptop, files
and shoes (I don't recommend cycling in
heels!) or how dishevelled I might look
upon arriving at the office. First I tried ‘the
rucksack approach’ until realising that
(a) rocking up to professional networking
events with a tatty old rucksack is not
a good look and (b) there was no way I
could conquer the Addenbrooke's bridge
without getting ‘rucksack sweaty back’.
Next I tried panniers. ‘Great’, I thought,
no more rucksack sweaty back and
ample room for my belongings. But this
still didn’t resolve the problem of what
to do with the pannier upon arriving
at the office and then subsequently
heading out to meetings or events. I
didn’t want to compromise on style or
looking professional when at work or
work events.
When I took a career break a few
years ago the cycling versus style
dilemma continued far beyond the office
doors. A couple of years ago I cycled to
meet a friend in the city for a bit of lunch

and shopping. I didn’t want to lug my
pannier around, but neither did I want
to leave it on my bike. What I needed
was a handbag that in every respect had
the style and luxury of a gorgeous bag
but the functionality of a pannier. It was
then that Pedal & Brass was born – to
cater for the style-conscious person
wanting to cycle to work, out to dinner
or wherever their journey takes them.

When I began commuting
to work by bike, what I
hadn't factored in was how
I was going to transport my
laptop, files and shoes. I
didn't want to compromise
on looking professional
We design and handcraft beautiful
leather bike bags for every occasion,
with names inspired by the Cambridge
Colleges (our Trinity ‘chuck it all in and go’
bag is the one I wish I had back in the day
when pedalling over the Addenbrooke's
bridge with my shoes and files in tow!).
Limited edition bags are created using

surplus leather from the footwear and
leather industries which might otherwise
go to waste and potentially end up in
landfill, and all our bags are very much
designed for the bike. The bags use one
of the best German pannier clip systems
and provide extra security whilst in transit
by enabling you to lock the bags to your
bike with a cable travel lock. All the bags
are capable of being locked shut, either
with a key or a cable travel lock so there’s
no need to worry about the opportunistic
thief at traffic lights or your confidential
papers flying out! Rain shouldn’t be a
problem either. Our bike bags have a
leather waterproofing spray applied to
protect them from rain showers and
reflective rain covers keep them dry in
the heaviest of downpours.
It’s lovely to hear from customers
that not only have our bags resolved
the cycling versus style dilemma, but
many people have been inspired to cycle
more. One customer said ‘after years of
avoiding cycling to work with a heavy
rucksack or bulky pannier, I’ve finally
found a reason to jump on my bike ...
Thank you for my gorgeous bag and for
making me fall in love with my bike!’ So
having put to bed the cycling versus style
predicament, does anyone know how to
tackle ‘helmet hair’?!
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WINNING
HEARTS
& MINDS
Clare Rogers lives in London and began calling for more liveable streets in Enfield when the borough
received 'Mini Holland' funding. She is now the Healthy Streets Campaigner at London Cycling
Campaign. She talked to us at Camcycle’s monthly meeting in December 2021, about how she works
to achieve community engagement and unity while campaigning for change.

I

haven’t always been a cycling or
healthy streets campaigner. I used to
drive everywhere, especially after I
became a mum, but about seven years
ago I began to wake up to the problems
of motor traffic dominating our streets.
Road deaths, which average five per day
in the UK, must be a terrible way to lose
a loved one. There is the pollution and
the fact that road transport is the worst
sector for UK emissions contributing to
climate change, but the loss of children’s
freedom over the last four generations is
also tragic: a driver’s right to a shortcut
trumps a child’s right to play in the
street near where they live. This has
led to terrible physical inactivity, which
is a huge killer, with the exercise of
movement stripped from our streets.
At the point when I was realising all this,
the Mayor of London awarded Enfield £30
million for a Mini-Holland scheme. (Part
of the London Mayor’s Healthy Streets
Approach, aimed specifically at outer
London boroughs where residents are
more car-dependent than inner London,
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it aims to make these boroughs as cyclefriendly as their Dutch equivalents where
more than 50% of journeys are made by
cycle in some cities.) The residents of
the borough went bananas in opposition
to plans for cycle lanes and town centre

The loss of children's
freedom over the last
four generations is tragic:
a driver's right to a
shortcut trumps a child's
right to play in the street
where they live
improvements. I’d just ditched the car in
favour of a tandem for the school run and
thought I should get involved. I joined
Enfield Cycling Campaign and I want
to share some of the things I’ve learned
on my journey as a campaigner, about
growing grassroots support for walking,

cycling and better streets and about
persuading decision-makers.

It's not about the bike
The first thing is that it’s not a cycling
conversation, it’s a people conversation:
there’s a lot of opposition to bike lanes
but in Enfield we turned the conversation
to ‘people-friendly streets versus trafficdominated streets’. Nobody benefits
from traffic domination but so many of
us start off blind to the extent of car
domination and its effects. Since 2009,
when navigation apps like Google Maps
became standard on mobile phones,
traffic on residential roads has rocketed
and we’ve been like frogs in warming
water – it started gently but has crept
up on us and we haven’t realised until
the effects have become so bad. It’s not
about cycling, it’s about subduing traffic
and cycling campaigners teamed up with
others who supported the Mini-Holland,
including parents, play street organisers,
people who wanted better High Streets

LEARNINGS FROM LONDON

The five asks of the Better Streets for Enfield coalition and the 'holy trinity' of factors leading to positive change when working with councils.
and people with an environmental
interest. We established a Facebook
group, ‘Better Streets for Enfield’. We
made the point that this is for everyone,
not just those who currently cycle –
although we’ve been surprised that many
who were initially promoting pedestrian
rights started to cycle when the traffic
levels dropped!
The Better Streets group coalesced
around five ‘asks’ (see list above). Since
then I’ve been involved in setting up
Westminster Healthy Streets and Better
Streets for Kensington and Chelsea,
with similar sets of asks and a vision
for less traffic, cleaner air and safer
active travel for everyone. The groups
aren’t associated with London Cycling
Campaign but they’re independent allies,
and in areas hostile to cycling it’s helpful
to broaden out the conversation.
We’ve found that it’s really important
to bring lots of different interest
groups on board. Better Streets 4KC
(for Kensington and Chelsea) gathered
support from 70 local organisations,
which was a great thing when the council
was saying ‘People don’t want these bike
lanes’. Growing coalitions like this moves
the conversation away from bike lanes to
cleaner, safer streets.

Building knowledge and
community connection
Alongside building coalitions with existing
interest groups, education is important.
Lots of people don’t know about low
traffic neighbourhoods, school streets or
protected cycle lanes, so we take people
on tours of Waltham Forest and look for

the latent street champions out there to
encourage their neighbours. We organise
‘Try-a-Bike’ community events where
people can try riding a cargo bike, an
e-bike, a bike with a child trailer so that
people who are new to cycling can see
what options are available. There are
also some wonderful community groups
working with women and different ethnic
communities, getting people learning to
ride and doing social rides.
Opposition to cycling can be your
friend. Anti-cycling posters galvanised
support for Enfield’s Mini-Holland, but
it’s important to make safe spaces for
discussion and support away from the
anger which sometimes characterises
opposition. It is so important that
campaign groups are welcoming, both
in person and online. We have found
that there is no point in arguing. Some
people will never support change so we
just point to the facts (more for the sake
of others watching on social media) and
leave it at that. It is very valuable to be
able to direct people to a resources page
for unbiased factual analysis of traffic
schemes.
We concentrate on doing the
nice things - celebrating the good
like the enjoyment of play streets
and encouraging ‘wobbly bikers’ –
inexperienced cyclists venturing out on
newly-calmed streets. We did a breakfast
for the workers who installed our local
traffic filters to celebrate the event, to
thank the people and show that there is
grass-roots support from local mums.
When consultations are approaching
we have found that, even though it
does take a huge amount of time, door

knocking to encourage people to be
involved is a game-changer. Support for
the schemes is often in a majority but
in the face of noisy opposition, people
think they are on their own – or don’t
even know that a consultation is going
on. Just telling people that they can
get involved and that they can make a
difference is very effective.
As well as the public, we also need
to deal with the councils: the decisionmakers, and we dream of a holy trinity of
bold political leaders, competent officers
and a supportive public. Although that
may be the stuff of dreams, remember
that councillors are human and it’s worth
building relationships with them and
also with the council officers. Don’t be
shouty, don’t be personal and don’t make
perfect the enemy of the good because
people are generally trying hard to do the
best they can. Public messaging needs to
be as positive as possible. Amazing things
can come from taking your councillors
on a bike ride! Councils can be held to
account – we use a map of promises and
ask for pledges at election time – but also
remember to say thank you.
We find that working with allied groups
takes time and personal engagement
to build trust and understanding. Once
there is that relationship we find that
we can build a list of joint asks for our
neighbourhoods and all contribute from
our strengths in campaigning to improve
our streets.
And, finally, don’t forget the dream!
Many of us can live great lives without
owning a car. We long for streets with a
sense of community and where children
can play. We can make it happen!
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MILL ROAD INSPIRATION
FROM STOKE NEWINGTON
Alan Ackroyd visited a new LTN in Hackney to gain insights to apply to similar schemes in Cambridge.

Opposite sides of Church Street, looking west towards the junction with Bouverie Road.

O

n 30 September 2021 Hackney Council
introduced a series of Low Traffic
Neighbourhoods (LTNs) around Stoke
Newington (see map, right) and placed a bus gate in
Church Street. It will be reviewed after 18 months.
I visited because there are many similarities
between Church Street and Cambridge’s Mill
Road. Each street presents a mix of independent
retail businesses together with housing and has
(had) a bus gate placed roughly centrally. In Stoke
Newington LTNs were simultaneously introduced
on surrounding streets, whereas in Cambridge no
other changes were made, although some measures
are already present in many connecting streets. The
relevant lengths of roadway are different in that Mill
Road from Donkey Common to Coleridge Road is
approximately 1,325m where Church Street is about
725m from Albion Road to the High Street. Apart
from some minor works around the insertion of sidestreet filters in Stoke Newington, in neither case has
the streetscape been upgraded to take advantage of
the possibilities raised by reduced traffic.
In Stoke Newington a convenient narrowing of
the road has been used for placing the bus gate. On
each side of this small section (c.75m) the road is
much wider. The only vehicles allowed through the
restricted section are buses, emergency vehicles,
council refuse collection vehicles and vehicles
registered by Blue Badge holders. One registration is
sufficient for a Blue Badge holder’s own vehicle but
other vehicles carrying that person (e.g. taxis, carer’s
vehicles) must be registered the day before travel.
A Blue Badge holder can only have one vehicle
registered to them at a time.
Although I spent less than two hours in Church
Street (during the middle of the day on a weekday)
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I took the opportunity to speak to a
number of traders and several members
of the public.
The people walking in the street that
I spoke to were all in favour of the traffic
scheme. All were local residents, most
were non-car owners and whilst the car
owners admitted to a certain amount of
frustration caused by the restrictions to
some of the journeys that they made, they
were still in favour of the scheme overall.
When I mentioned that one of the traders
had spoken of loss of business of around
25%, I was told that his use of numbers
could not be relied upon!
I spoke to the owner of a café who was
in favour of the scheme. She owns a car
in order to make a weekly trip to bring
in supplies, and this now takes about
45 minutes longer than before. ‘When
the bus gate first went in it was such a
change - like living in the countryside!
In the summer I’ll see if I can get some
tables outside.’ People who deliver to
her do find the closure frustrating but
there is no sign yet of anyone refusing
to deliver. One of her suppliers has a key
and delivers overnight but she would
not be prepared to give out keys to her
premises to anyone else.
An optician spoke to me about
mileage reductions in their deliveries.
‘Our courier used to do two collections
and two deliveries a day but now they do
it all in one visit. It’s OK, we can organise
ourselves round that.’ They also noticed
that some of their more infirm customers
who drive to them have stopped coming,
blaming of the loss of parking through
the insertion of street closures.
An off-licence owner reported
no problems or loss of business. He
personally likes the lack of traffic noise
and smells. ‘Delivery drivers complain
about it a bit but they’re always
grumbling about something!’
The owner of a cycle shop that I spoke
to was, not surprisingly, in favour of the
change! “We’ve serviced a number of old
bikes and sold some new ones. People
are adapting to the change – even
though they’re not always very happy
about it! Closures in the streets roundabout make it better for cycling too.”
I also spoke to a general grocer
who was most unhappy with the new
arrangement. He is a Cypriot trader

Church Street bus gate from the west and east. A feature of this installation is the signing of
escape routes for vehicles not permitted through the bus gate (yellow signs in these pictures).

Signed escape routes for motor vehicles: To the west of the bus gate, routing around
Lordship Road, Lordship Lane and Edwards Lane (left) and approaching the bus gate from
the east directing traffic south, down Marton Road (right).

Permeable filter at the junction of Yoakley Road and Church Street. Note ‘no motor
vehicles’ and enforcement camera warning signage, raised pavement across the junction
and planters. A loss of short-stay parking as a result of these installations was mentioned
as a difficulty by traders.
supplying a number of specialist lines
to members of his community as well
as serving the local residents. He spoke
of a loss of business of up to 25% (see
above) and considerable inconvenience
in commuting between this shop and the

other branch of his business, with the
driving time increasing from 10 minutes
to over 30. He spoke of having to
consolidate orders from regular suppliers
to reduce the number of deliveries that
they were prepared to make, the dangers
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FURTHER NOTES ON
DELIVERIES

To the east of the bus gate Church Street is the only access route to homes and businesses
fronting the street, over 50 residential properties in side streets and is also a bus route.
Even with the bus gate it is not traffic free. This is a typical queue at the light-controlled
junction at the eastern end, joining Stoke Newington High Street.
of large vehicles having to turn in the
street and the loss of business from
customers who previously travelled to
visit him. He claimed that the council
was turning a deaf ear to his complaints.
The grocer walked me along the
street to a minicab office where, after I
was introduced in Turkish, I heard about
how most of their journeys were taking
an extra 20 minutes with a consequent
increase in price. The difficulties of
elderly and disabled people having to
register a vehicle to go through the

bus gate were described, but the major
complaint was that whilst an exemption
for their vehicles had been promised, it
was not yet forthcoming. I should have
asked if black cabs were allowed through
but I didn’t see any, so I assume not.
I was also told by these gentlemen that
an undertaker who operates in Church
Street has great difficulties with the bus
gate, and a car repair garage operating in
a side-street (Defoe Road) has also lost a
lot of business, but I was out of time and
was not able to speak to them myself.

TOP 5 TAKEAWAYS FROM STOKE NEWINGTON
1) Delivery times. The Church Street
bus gate operates from 7am to 7pm,
but to receive deliveries before 7am
is not practical for the vast majority of
businesses, so this ‘down-time’ is not
really relevant.
2) The great majority of businesses –
and residents – will be able to adapt
to a new situation. A very few will
need special help. The council seems
to be turning a deaf ear to a number
who complain, rather than making the
changes that are within their power.
3) Suppliers to small businesses are
often running long delivery routes and
cannot afford each delivery to take too
much time. Extensive diversions on
crowded streets will result in suppliers
‘rationalising’ their operations to the
cost of the smaller businesses who rely
on them (see side box).
4) Large delivery vehicles need space
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to avoid a bus gate and the streetscape
must cater for this with turning routes
in side-streets or the provision of
turning circles in the road. The signed
turning/escape routes are helpful.
5) To reduce the traffic is only part
of the job. A stretch of empty tarmac
is an invitation to speeding and a
missed opportunity for traders to use
the space and for the public to enjoy
an enhanced environment. A large
proportion of the street is landscaped
as the territory of motor vehicle traffic
– the eastern section of Church Street
in particular has very wide sections,
sufficient for three or even four traffic
lanes in places. Even though traffic
is much reduced, one is still careful
before stepping off the pavement.
Unless territory is reclaimed from the
space set aside for motor vehicles with
hard landscaping, it is still ‘road’ and
not a safe place for other than ‘traffic’.

Understanding of delivery issues for
small business is important in getting
to grips with traffic management on
shopping streets. A particular issue
with Mill Road is that the selection
of specialist eateries/groceries
relies on a wide range of specialist
suppliers. Some of these are based
a long way from Cambridge and
cannot possibly arrange to hit a
delivery time for a customer with
a relatively small order. Some also
deliver on a system of extended
trips taking a large vehicle for a long
series of small deliveries over 48
hours or more. This means that the
‘uniqueness’ of Mill Road relies on
being able to receive deliveries from
all sorts of vehicles at all times of
the day. The other end of the scale
will also be local suppliers delivering
in their cars. Without these unique
ingredients, the signature dishes on
which their businesses rely cannot
be produced. It matters.
I speak from personal experience
as I used to be the proprieter of Cobs
Bakery, operating from Nuffield Road
and delivering daily to businesses on
Mill Road. The whole-foods supplier
that I used is based in Leeds. They
come to Cambridge fortnightly
and deliver to Mill Road, university
kitchens and a number of other
wholesale and retail outlets. Regular
drivers would make me their first
drop at 5am, but those unfamiliar
with the route would aim for the
city centre first and do other drops
later, expanding my normal 13-hour
working day to 18 hours. Also, after
a local company folded, I had to go
for my yeast and specialist bakery
supplies to a national supplier, who
pass through Cambridge twice a
week from Wembley. As a small
business, I had to take my delivery
whenever it was convenient to them,
and traffic conditions could vary their
arrival time by as much as 4 hours.
Sometimes it was very inconvenient!
The small businesses on Mill Road
will have similar issues to deal with.

LEARNINGS FROM LONDON

DECISIVE DATA FROM
HOMERTON LTN

Executive summary

Homerton Low Traffic
Neighbourhood is opposed
by a damning 64% of survey
respondents but it is being
made permanent. What is
going on here? Alan Ackroyd
continued his exploration of
London LTNs by taking a closer
look at the scheme and its
engagement survey.
Hackney Council introduced the
Homerton LTN for a trial period in June
2020. On 3 December 2021, the council
published the results of their consultation
exercise and announced that the scheme
would be retained.
Why did it make this decision? There
are two factors to take into account in
understanding what is happening here.
The first is in the way the scheme was set
up, the second in the council’s response
to the survey.
The scheme was set up with clear
measurable intentions set out from the
beginning:
• create cleaner, quieter streets
• support people to walk, shop and
cycle
• r ebuild a greener Hackney after the
pandemic.1
The metrics to gauge success in achieving
these goals were clear and enabled to
the council to rate the success of the
measures they were taking:
• traffic was down by 35% inside the
LTN and by 5% on boundary roads
• a
 ir quality has improved at eight of
nine monitored locations in the area
• a
 verage bus speeds in the area have
improved: from 6.9mph in 2019 to
7.2mph in 2021.
Coloured bullet points are direct quotations from
Hackney Council documents.
1

s

study on bus performance looked at
Hackney Council was able average speeds and excess waiting times
(i.e. how far behind schedule buses are
to show that its LTNs were running). The significant improvements
doing what they set out to in all these metrics are backed up
with detailed figures. This shows
the
Measurement Evaluation Learning: Using evidence to shape better services
Page 5
do, therefore they
stayed
importance of a clear understanding
of why traffic management schemes
The council has published detailed are being introduced and making sure
statistics on the first two of the above unimpeachable measurements against
points in the document explaining its these goals are in place. Hackney Council
decision on the Homerton LTN. A separate was able to show that its LTNs were
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doing what they set out to do, therefore
they stayed.
The second interesting aspect of
the decision to keep the scheme is the
council’s handling of the survey responses.
A detailed analysis of the survey results
(45 pages) was published and opposition
to the LTN was plain to see!
Amongst other things, the analysis
noted:
• T
 here were 1,694 responses to the
survey but 16% of these were thought
to be attempts to rig the results by
responding up to six times from
the same email address. These 269
responses were almost all in strong
opposition to the LTN.
• 7
 0% of the people in Hackney are
non-car owners but 62% of the survey
respondents from within the borough
were car owners.
• O
 f the borough-resident respondents,
61% were against the scheme with
72% of non-residents against.
• T
 hose commuting by motor vehicle
were most strongly opposed to the
scheme at 97%.

Data on increased cycling and walking journeys were one of the reasons why successful
active trials in Cambridge such as Luard Road (above) were eventually made permanent.
However, there is still much our local authorities could learn from other places in terms of
improving data collection and community engagement on LTN projects.

The main aspects of the LTN disliked
were:
• Increased traffic: 80%
• Increased air pollution: 68%

Whilst we might recognise
that society needs to move
away from this reliance on
the car, making significant
personal change is difficult
and this stress may be
expected to be reflected
in survey responses

It is notable that the council was able
to provide hard statistical evidence that
traffic around and within the LTN had, in
fact, decreased and air quality improved,
making these objections questionable, if
not groundless.
The last question of the survey invited
general comments and any suggestions
for improvement. It was noted that
most comments mentioned increased
pollution, increased congestion, and
inconvenience. Also raised were two
particular safety issues; a number of
women reported feeling less safe in
quieter streets and a number of cyclists
reported being the victims of more badtempered driving. Elderly and disabled
people needing to use vehicles for
medical appointments and basic mobility
reported greatly increased journey times
and consequent difficulties.
Several observations may be made in
response to this survey analysis.
• A
 perceived reduction of freedom to

drive is a deeply emotive issue. Many
peoples’ lives are built around the
frequent and extensive use of the
motor vehicle and traffic management
changes may have a great impact on
their lives. Whilst we might recognize
that our society needs to move away
from this reliance on the car, making
significant personal change is difficult
and this stress may be expected to be
reflected in survey responses.
• S
 urvey respondents are a selfselecting group and those affected
most (drivers) responded most
prolifically. Hackney has a population
(2019) of 14,658 people. 1,425 survey
responses were received so just under
10% of the borough felt strongly
enough to make any response. Is it
safe to assume that 90% were mostly
happy with the scheme?
• A
 ny movement outside the home
for elderly and disabled people is
challenging. By their nature, LTNs
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make some aspects of this more
challenging, but also improve others by
reducing traffic for those without a car.
Hackney’s scheme does not seem to
have made allowance for these people.
The traffic filters are policed by ANPR
cameras and councils will very soon
have powers to grant exemptions to
listed vehicles. It’s worth doing.
• L
 TNs force immediate change in
transport habits which have evolved
over many years. Moving from isolated
schemes, which may be treated as
obstacles to get round, to more general
management of traffic across whole
cities, will change the factors that
influence where and how we live. We
have got used to living at a distance from
employment, the amenities that we use
and the centres of our social lives, linking
them all with car journeys (‘Mum’s taxi’).
Reducing the use of the car, which has
become an essential building block of
our lives, will change the way we live.
If there wasn’t an adverse reaction it
would be astonishing!
Sources:
The impact of LTNs on buses in Hackney:
tinyurl.com/HackneyLTNbuses
Hackney Council website announcement
on Homerton LTN decision: hackney.gov.
uk/homerton-ltn
Low Traffic Neighbourhoods – Homerton.
Feedback Report. (45-page pdf file). This
is best accessed via the Council website
announcement page above: appendix2:
consultation report.

THE CHANGEMAKERS (part 3)
To achieve our county's climate goals, communities across the county must come together to work
for change. Each issue we feature some of the local groups that are already doing just that.

ST IVES ECO ACTION

F

or those who don’t know St Ives, this
historic Cambridgeshire market town
approximately 13 miles northwest of
Cambridge is notable for its distinctive
15th-century bridge which spans the
River Great Ouse, and upon which sits the
Chapel of St Ledger. It is the St Ives of the
nursery rhyme (‘As I was going to St Ives,
I met a man with seven wives etc…’), and
was once the home of Oliver Cromwell.
The surrounding flood meadows, nature
reserves, heritage sites and villages have
inspired artists, writers and naturalists.
With a population of over 17,000 the
town is well served for supermarkets and
amenities, the guided busway has enabled
greater connectivity to Cambridge, and
with Huntingdon station 7 miles away,
living in the town is a viable proposition
for those who undertake regular rail
journeys to London.
St Ives Eco Action came into being in
January 2020, when a public meeting
was convened to begin to form a local
Climate Action Plan. I simply put posters
up around town that said ’Care about the
local environment but don’t know what
to do about it?’ and gave a date, time
and venue. I thought about ten people
would turn up, so I was overwhelmed
when nearly 80 people came through the
door on that cold dank winter’s evening
to express their concerns, share common
interests and build solidarity.
While wildfires burned in Australia, chief
executive Brian Eversham of the Wildlife
Trust BCN spoke about the impact of
climate change on Cambridgeshire nature
and the role and necessity of local action
at times of ecological and climate crisis.
Speakers from two local groups talked

about what was already happening in the
town to raise awareness of climate issues,
and a representative of Cambridgeshire
Climate Emergency talked about the
importance of data in informing plans.
Inspired by these speakers, we then
broke out into groups to generate ideas
and suggestions for future actions, which
were duly captured on post-it notes,
scribbled down by facilitators and on
feedback forms. The discussion generated
an energised buzz, and the notes that
were written up formed the basis of our
first local Climate Action Plan. The themes
identified were: Active Travel; Nature
and Conservation; Transport, Energy and
Water; Circular Economy including waste
and recycling; and Food. Communications
were identified as a strong part of the
overall picture.
And then COVID struck! While
lockdown may have prevented us from
meeting in person, a Steering Group was
formed and Open Community Zooms
were held regularly to scope ideas and
plans, to share news and information,
and to hear from guest speakers. A
regular newsletter was produced to keep
people connected and informed of both
local and national initiatives and policy
directives that might affect us, and that
might inform our plan. The ethos and
approach of the group has always been
one of inclusivity and empowerment.
One of the gifts of lockdown was
that it made us get our bikes out of the
sheds and use them, and the emergency
traffic measures installed in St Ives town
centre to enable social distancing helped
us to visualise and directly experience
the benefits of a town centre where the
motor vehicle did not have dominion.
It stimulated discussions about possibilities
for cycling and walking locally, and we got

St Ives is well served by two great cycling
shops. Both Nathan Millard, manager of
Richardson Cycles, and Stuart Dye, owner
of Broadway Cycles, see the potential of
harnessing pedal power for all. While
St Ives has an established cycling club
for the serious roadies, plus a community
of BMXers and mountain bikers, not to
mention the general leisure and everyday
cyclists, there’s no voice representing the
cycling community as a whole in the
town. For us to combine voices and speak
up has the potential not only to influence
and accelerate changes that will make our
roads and cycle ways safer, but also
improve health and well-being, boost the
local economy and tackle climate change.
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as far as getting a brief to commission a
Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure
Plan for St Ives and surrounding villages,
considered by St Ives Town Council.
A quick survey on the Harrison Way
crossing over 30 minutes one sunny
Sunday in August 2020 revealed 73
cycles entering the town: groups, singles,
unusual cycles, some serious racing
bicycles and some just ‘people getting
around on bikes’. Seats outside cafés
and reduced traffic in the town centre
encouraged an atmosphere of leisure and
enjoyment, and made us feel safe. We
dreamed of St Ives, the Cyclist’s Paradise…
it seemed entirely possible then, and we’d
like to make it happen now.
In reality, this translated into a dry
policy statement within our plan, ‘to
work towards a transport infrastructure
that links our town with the surrounding
areas, seamlessly integrating with public
transport and prioritising active travel,
enabling people to walk and cycle safely
thus reducing our reliance on personal
vehicle use and promoting public health
and well-being’.
In addition to greater and safer
connectivity between our towns and

villages, at a practical level we envisage:
• A

programme of repair and
maintenance for local cycle paths
• A
 dditional space identified and
allocated for safe cycling and
walking
• N
 ew, safer crossing points
• M
 ore cycle racks and secure parking
• Improved mapping and signage.
• C
 onsideration of the river as an
active travel option, including
possibly electric-powered boats
• C
 oherent, safe, and well-designed
active transport network seamlessly
integrated with public transport
options that supports economic
recovery and increases access to
nature.
St Ives, A Cyclist’s Paradise…?
It seemed entirely possible a year ago,
and we’d like to make it happen. We
recognise that we have much to learn
about how we grapple with the technical
aspects, generate interest in and
maintain momentum around a campaign,
feed into plans and influence decisionmaking. One thing I am learning about
building a campaign in a provincial setting
is that there is strength in numbers,

and it’s really, really, hard work to get a
sufficient critical mass behind a cause
to generate a tipping point, no matter
how creative the community might be.
Volunteers, no matter how good their
intentions, are often reluctant to put in
the time required, to commit to actions
or to take leadership. I’ve been reading
a lot about Collective Impact Initiatives,
and backbone support organisations
are seen as critical to success. I look
to Camcycle as a backbone support
organisation which can help us to bring
stakeholders together, to lobby for
better infrastructure and help to put St
Ives firmly on the map as another cycling
town of Cambridgeshire!
For further information please email
stivesecoaction@gmail.com or visit www.
facebook.com/stivesecoaction. The group
works
on
community
organising
principles: we host Climate Cafés on
the first Saturday morning of every
month at St Ives Free Church, where
all are welcome. St Ives Eco Action
also works with and is a member of
the Hunts Cycling & Walking Group.
Helen Dye, Founder and Coordinator,
St Ives Eco Action

MILL ROAD FOR PEOPLE
The traffic restrictions on Mill Road bridge, implemented as
part of the County Council’s Covid-19 measures, caused huge
controversy, as did their subsequent removal. However, the
discussions that came out of these events did at least serve to
make many local people think more deeply and creatively about
how there could be a better future for our much-loved road.
Mill Road for People was set up last year to try to find
some consensus among different groups. We identified eight
key goals (read more details and ideas about them all on our
website at millroad4people.org):
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Create a low-traffic, low-pollution street
Make Mill Road accessible to all
Make Mill Road safe
Encourage active travel
Support and encourage a wide range of independent businesses
Enhance our sense of community
Provide reliable, affordable public transport
Provide an attractive environment

Over the last year, we have engaged with many hundreds
of residents and traders. The fact that we already have over
700 signed-up members shows how popular our ideas are. We
have held street stalls, lobbied councillors, produced leaflets,
and knocked on doors in order to canvass opinions and keep
people informed of developments.
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Reducing traffic and encouraging active travel is at the heart
of our campaign. We want our councillors to deliver on their
climate pledges. However, our vision is very much focussed
on improving Mill Road as a whole, with a much-improved
streetscape and facilities that will benefit residents, shoppers
and traders. We are confident that the public consultation
happening over the next few months will back our ideas and
delighted that recent changes to the law mean that the council
can now resolve problems around Blue Badge access.
To get involved in our campaign, please sign up via our
website at millroad4people.org
Liz Walter

THE CHANGEMAKERS

LIVING STREETS CAMBRIDGE

A still from the recent video produced in collaboration with RNIB
and Cam Sight showing Cam Sight Outreach worker Khadija Raza
navigating her way around cars and wheely bins on the pavement.
Living Streets Cambridge is the local branch of the national
charity, Living Streets. We focus on supporting the rights
of walkers and improving the quality and safety of the
infrastructure provided for walking. Our work parallels, and our
interests often coincide with, Camcycle.
We formed the Cambridge group towards the end of
2020 and our first action was to conduct a survey of the
city’s residents assessing their perception of, and concerns
about, the state of its footways. Responses exceeded 300 and
membership started to grow as it was conducted. The release
of the final report, From Risky Streets to Living Streets, in June
of 2021 and the subsequent press coverage swelled numbers
and prompted the City and County Councils to discuss reviving
a Joint Action Group on walking. The Highways and Transport
committee also assured us that a major increase in maintenance
funds had been granted and repairs would be accelerated,
though no schedule of work has been provided.
During the remainder of last year we asked members to
identify physical obstacles that walkers encounter in the
city, from street furniture and A-boards blocking access for
wheelchair and buggy users, to flooded pavements affecting
everyone. We continue to press the Highways Committee to
address these as a priority, for the Joint Action Group to meet
and for residents’ concerns to play a key role in prioritisation
for maintenance.
Currently we are collaborating with the RNIB and Cam Sight
on a campaign to tackle the scourge of pavement parking
which has increased markedly since Covid lockdowns
commenced. The 'See Cambridgeshire Streets Differently'
campaign features a video, produced by the RNIB, illustrating
the particular dangers pavement parking poses for the
blind and partially sighted. You can watch it on our new
website stumblingstreets.com.
We invite everyone to submit photographs of vehicles
blocking pavements in the city for publication on the site's
'Rogues Gallery'. Photos should be emailed to cambridgegroup@
livingstreets.org.uk. Please state the precise location and date
wherever possible.

We are also commencing a process of collecting, collating and
publishing photographs and the locations of all major barriers
encountered by walkers. These could include pavements that
are sloping, uneven, cracked or potholed, blocked by misplaced
street furniture or uncut hedges, impassable because of
persistently uncollected waste bins, and anything that impedes
access or forces walkers into the cycle lane or the road. We
are also keen to capture instances where e-scooters, cycles,
and other two-wheeled vehicles are being ridden on the
pavements. This causes alarm to elderly or disabled users and
it is important to understand the scale of this misuse if we are
to make the case for enforcement.
Finally, I will be visiting Living Streets members ward by ward
over the next few months to identify and photograph the major
problem areas encountered by local walkers. This will enable us
to build a fuller picture of the distribution of problems.
If you would like to discuss any of this or propose other
activities, contact me at cambridgegroup@livingstreets.org.uk.
To join the group, please visit livingstreets.org.uk/get-involved/
local-groups/cambridge.
David Stoughton, Chair, Living Streets Cambridge
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AGM REPORT

AGM2022

Around 70 people joined us for our
second online AGM with guest speaker
Adam Tranter, Cycling and Walking
Commissioner for the West Midlands
and founder of the Bike is Best campaign.
The AGM began with Roxanne's review
of 2021. Our main campaigns were Zero
Carbon Streets (raising £20,185 through
The Big Give match-funding), Cycling
for All, Vote Bike (reaching four times as
many candidates than ever before), and
Spaces to Breathe, which led to eight
modal filters being made permanent.
Mill Road bridge was reopened to motor
traffic, alas, but changes are on the table
again for 2022, when we also have to
push for Tranche 2 schemes to move
ahead before local authorities miss their
chance of funding. The Save Our Cycles
campaign has also been a major focus.
The formal proceedings began at
2.30pm and the 2021 minutes were
passed as correct. Robin began his review
of 2021 by saying how proud he was of
the staff, as 2021 had seemed to him even
more difficult than 2020. The opening of
Phase 1 of the Chisholm Trail really was
a big deal; Histon Road has also been
transformed, with the fantastic CYCLOPS
junction and other improvements. His
highest priority was the Safer Junctions
campaign, especially at the Addenbrooke's
roundabout. County council policy on
junctions is shifting away from refusing
to touch car capacity to counting the
flows of people rather than cars. The
Milton Road project should start in 2022
and consultation has just finished on
Newmarket Road, for which we produced
suggested responses. Changes to the
Highway Code are good, setting out a
clear hierarchy of users, and the creation
of Active Travel England under Chris
Boardman will also be positive, with LTN
1/20 required for all highway schemes.
Discussion of incorporated status for the
campaign is moving ahead, with term
limits for trustees now being looked at.
We also need more, and more diverse,
trustees, so should look at the barriers
to people putting themselves forward,
perhaps requiring elections only for a
second term in the post.
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Some tips from Adam Tranter on 'unblocking the blockers and supporting politicians that
do see active travel as part of the future'.
The treasurer's report followed,
with Peter looking at figures from the
two previous years – our income was
up on both 2019 and 2020, spending
was above 2019 and well above 2020,
and reserves were above 2019's but
down on 2020's, with Rosie's hours
being increased and funds set aside
for the new infrastructure campaigner.
Questions followed from members
including Gabriel and Bev, before
Roxanne presented Camcycle's vision for
2022 with four main objectives: to work
at a regional level, to run agenda-setting
campaigns, to work with communities
and spread the joy of cycling for all, and
to build a sustainable organisation.
After a twenty-minute break, our
guest speaker was Adam Tranter,
Coventry's Bicycle Mayor turned Cycling
and Walking Commissioner for the West
Midlands. His presentation took us from
his childhood in Coventry and cycle
racing across the country, to writing for
magazines such as Cycling Weekly and
creating Fusion Media in 2008 – at about
the time that he had children and began
to see a bigger picture of how cycling
can change cities and lives. He began the
#BikeIsBest campaign as a response to
the first lockdown, and has now moved
from an independent rôle as Bicycle
Mayor (providing cover for councillors,

Start with something like
Sunday Open Streets
once a year, then once a
month, then every week,
then maybe all the time.
Bikelash won't go away;
adapt quickly and seek
the middle ground
but also holding them to account) to
a more structured one as Cycling and
Walking Commissioner, where he
follows Chris Boardman's advice that it's
vital to be seen to be speaking for the
Mayor and to have access to actual cash.
The West Midlands has been awarded
£1 billion by the government for a green
transport revolution.
Adam has also learnt to concentrate
on persuading the people in the
middle ground, not the ones in the
more entrenched positions. It's about
communities, not just about cycling.
Change is never easy, but we would
never go back to life without sewers or
with smoking in pubs; it's best to start

CAMCYCLE AWARDS

CAMCYCLE AWARDS 2022

All those who stood for election in 2022 were
elected. You can find out more about our trustees
at camcycle.org.uk/trustees
A huge thank you to our outgoing trustees Alec
Seaman, Finlay Knops-Mckim and Tom McKeown.
Tom had been a trustee since 2014, supporting
us as we began to employ staff and helping with
key projects such as manifesto development and
the building of our new stall bike, in addition to
active campaigning for families and for better
infrastructure in Histon & Impington.
We have a few posts available on our board and
intend to co-opt additional trustees throughout
the year. Please get in touch if you'd like to know
more or visit camcycle.org.uk/becomeatrustee
with something like Sunday Open Streets once a year,
then once a month, then every week, then maybe all
the time. Bikelash is not a new thing, and won't go
away; it's important to adapt quickly and to seek the
middle ground. About six people in ten are in favour
of pro-cycling measures, with only one in ten against.
Adam advised that our Mayor Dr Nik Johnson
should look for a relationship-builder and
communicator in his promised Cycling and Walking
Commissioner, and said that more women are
needed across the world of transport planning.
When asked how to start the first conversation and
get through to people, he said that local journalists
are important (take them for a bike ride), and going
door to door is wonderful, but very time-consuming.
To hear more from him, listen to the Streets Ahead
podcast (with Laura Laker and Ned Boulting), which
came highly recommended by Camcycle members.
Tim Burford

WATCH THE AGM
at camcycle.org.uk/videos

Partner of the year: Omar Terywall and the volunteers
of the Stolen Bikes in Cambridge Facebook page
For working tirelessly to tackle cycle theft and reuniting over
200 bikes with their owners.
Public Officer of the year: Patrick Joyce
For bringing the Chisholm Trail to reality.
Magazine photo of the year: Jeremy Peters
For the image of over 100 riders making their way up Mill Road
during our Pedal on COP 26 ride (Magazine 153, Winter 2021/22).
Magazine article of the year: Jamie Wood
For 'My Barriers to Cycling' in the Summer 2021 issue, sharing
experiences as a cyclist and campaigner that will help us work for
more inclusive cycle facilities in Cambridgeshire.
Campaign of the year: 20s Plenty Cambridgeshire
Diane FitzMaurice's local branch of the national 20s Plenty
campaign has driven change on safer streets across the county.
Newcomer of the year: Margaret Winchcomb
For a range of volunteer contributions from article-writing
to relationship-building with stakeholders in the Arbury area.
Campaigner of the year: Rosalind Lund
For campaigning that makes an impact and embraces our values:
from leaflet delivery to sharing positive messages in the media.
Regional campaigner of the year: John Powell, Ely Cycling Campaign
A tireless advocate for better cycling in East Cambridgeshire.
Volunteer of the year: Wookey
For a variety of volunteer roles including patiently reaching out
to new communities on the NextDoor neighbourhood app.
Lifetime Achievement Award: Jim Chisholm
For the Chisholm Trail and over two decades of cycle campaigning
on changes that benefit us all and the many generations to come.
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FROM THE ARCHIVE

Cycling to stay active brings benefits for all
How to keep on cycling when…
An abridged version of the article published in Magazine 141 (Winter 2018/19), our first quarterly issue. Since the article was written,
Kirsty continues to cycle with her young children in another city and Roxanne has started to discover a life without chronic pain.

... you’re 8 months’ pregnant
I’ve been cycling all the way through this pregnancy. I’d
say that I am a fairly average Cambridge cyclist; I commute
to work about three miles across Cambridge on a hybrid
bike and a few times a week I cycle my toddler to activities
around the city in the cargo bike. It has been an easy
decision to keep cycling – it’s still the most convenient way
to get around Cambridge and I find it much easier than
walking. Some fairly typical pregnancy pelvic pain means a
ten-minute walk to the shops is more than enough at the
moment but cycling tends even to ease the pain so I can get
much further. I’m no expert but that tends to be the advice
during pregnancy – keep going with your usual activities
but if it’s starting to hurt, do take advice. Kirsty Thomas

WINTER 2018/19

Keep on
CYCLING
THE NETWORK EFFECT

STAYING SAFE IN WINTER
CYCLING INTO PARENTHOOD
CAMCYCLE IN 2019

... you’re getting older
Retirement is a great time to take up cycling for pleasure
and the members of the U3A Cycling Club are fine
demonstrators of the health benefits of doing so. Many of
us are well into our 70s or even 80s, but that doesn’t stop
us enjoying this form of fresh air, exercise and company. A
surprising number who join the club with cumbersome, old
shopping bikes are inspired to invest in new bikes. We do
tend to be fair-weather cyclists, so rain, strong winds and
ice see rides cancelled, but Cambridge is lucky in its climate
and even in the winter there are usually plenty of fair days.
Cambridge is an excellent cycling centre for other
reasons: gradients are kind, it is small enough to get out
into the countryside very easily, and there are plenty of
trains going north, south and east to extend our range.
Two of the most popular activities are twice-yearly
parties and short summer breaks away from Cambridge –
often taking advantage of Sustrans’ excellent long-distance
routes. Cyclists are very good at socialising, something also
demonstrated by the leisurely refreshment breaks that each
ride includes. Beth Morgan

... you suffer from chronic pain
For the last ten years, I have lived with almost constant
discomfort, leading up to what can at times be quite severe
pain and sometimes being practically unable to move.
It wasn’t until I moved to Cambridge that things started
to improve. This was the first time that I encountered the
upright style of cycling. It’s so normal here, but until recently
you would never have seen a Dutch-style, sit-up-and-beg
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Kirsty Thomas on the cover of our first quarterly magazine.
type of bicycle in Australia. I decided that trying one of these
bikes, and taking it slow, just might be possible for me. And it
was! Amazingly, I could cycle further than I had in such a long
time without pain. I even used my Dutch bike to tour around
the Netherlands, easily cycling more than 50km a day.
For those who think that cycling is only for the fit and
able, I say ‘please think again’. Cycling is often one of the
few enablers for those of us who are not so fit and able. For
those who think cycling isn’t for them, I ask that you have
another go. Try a new style of bike and play around with the
fit, the handlebars and the saddle. The difference that can be
made to your riding comfort is significant. Every day I am so
grateful to live in a place where everyday cycling is possible,
and it is one of the main reasons I am so motivated to help
others have the same freedom of movement through cycling.
Roxanne De Beaux

for more, better and
safer cycling on 5 May
Find out what your candidates' views are on cycling issues and what
they would do to increase active travel at camcycle.org.uk/elections

The

Monday
2 May

Our popular Bank Holiday ride is back!
Join us for a free, friendly event for all ages,
cycling through scenic countryside to the
historic Reach Fair.
Meet Camcycle in Cambridge Market Square
from 9am for a 10am departure or join at other
points along the route. Led ride returns at
2.30pm. Guided ride from Ely also available.

camcycle.org.uk/reachride

@reachride

#ReachRide

